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Abstract
PDF/X technologywas introduced in the mid 90's with the intentions of improving and
automating the prepress workflows. Standards committees such as CGATS (Committee for
GraphicArts Technical Standards) and DDAP (Digital Distribution ofAdvertisers for
Publications) started to draft and implement a plan ofaction to succeed the current file formats
being used in premediaworkflows. Previous file submissions thatwere handed off from
advertising and design agencies became too time-consuming to prepare them for the final run.
Top-tier printing and publishing companies such as RR Donnelley, Quad Graphics, Vertis, and
Time Inc, started to invest in new technology integration in order to improve efficiency and
automate the production workflow for publications and advertisements.
Recently, the committees have finished and received approval on 2/3rds of the intended
oudine for ISO 15930: 2003 Standards for Graphic Technology Prepress digital data
exchange for the use ofPDF.1 PDF/X-la andX-3 have been approved as standards and
solutions for the publication and commercial printing markets. PDF/X-2 is still in the process of
finalization, butwill be beneficial mostly to catalog and commercial printing. The goal of these
standards is to provide an efficient vehicle for exchanging raster and vector data for print
production within the graphic arts industry. The intent was for the sender and the receiver of
PDF/X files to use applications that have the same level of compliance. Therefore, digital data
workflows could be processed seamlessly between these channels of communication without any
surprises. This would change premedia operations and bridge the communication gap between
the customer (agency, designer) and the service provider (prepress, publisher), eliminating any
variables or errors. This newworkflow is still a mystery to many. Only the larger companies that
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have already invested in this new technology are truly knowledgeable about it. With this
transition taking place, a greater percentage medium-sized plant in the $2 million to 5 million-
range plan to start investing in Portable Document Format (PDF) workflow solutions than other
size-shops.2
The purpose of this thesis is measure the current PostScript workflow that the majority
ofpremedia industry currently uses versus the new PDF/Xworkflow solution created to reduce
the steps in current premedia operation. Most importantly, this will result in a new model based
on PDF/X technology for mid-sized companies to invest in, that promises a high return-on-
investment. Premedia operations are usually responsible for 20-25% of the overall selling costs
according to 2002 PIA Ratios.
Due to the variety of difficulties encountered in current premediaworkflows, this model
will be developed to decrease production time and costs. Within the first halfof the study, data
will be collected through measurement and visual assessment to evaluate the performance and
functionality ofboth premedia operations. In the other halfof this study, subjective testing will
address the issues of raster image processing time and a reduction of storage requirements.
Chapter 1
Introduction
In a typical scenario, we have the creative agency or designer who is the customer and the
publisher or printer is the service provider. Within this scenario, the customer (designer) will
create a digital document, which will include specific fonts, colors, images, and other types of
artwork all assimilated into a single or multi-page digital page layout file on disk. The main
objective of the service provider (printer) is to turn these raw materials from artwork and copy on
disk into a finished printed product. Unfortunately, there are guidelines to processing these files
for print. The customer (designer) is usually uneducated in understanding the areas of color
management, fonts, and resolution to use and what not to use in terms ofprinting. They are
artists who expect to see what they get from what is shown on their computer monitor or inkjet
printer. Many problems evolve and there is some miscommunication between the two parties.
For the most part, a service provider (printer) will have a specialized team of individuals called
prepress operators orwhat is currently being labeled the premedia department.
This department has specialized in fixing these errors since the evolution ofcomputers and
desktop publishing. They have played a significant role in preparing customer's documents to
become press ready at the extra expense of the either the customer or service provider.
Eventually, a solution became necessary to streamline to premedia process due to jobs being
hung up, and kept the cylinders from turning on the printing press, therefore, eliminating
profits.
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The new wave for productionworkflow is developing a controlled and optimized process for
imaging and prepress. Production processes traditionally progress slowly as staffwork to relink
images within documents and to facilitate corrections with images, graphics, color space, fonts,
and overprints/trapping. The trend in the market envisions a new standard as a solution for great
potential to reduce production costs, and increasing speed ofproduct release to the market.
The short-term answer was Adobe's PDF (Portable Document Format) technology first
introduced in 1991, coincidingwith the release of their firstAcrobat product. PDF is a file
format for transmitting and viewing a document on any computer, regardless of the application
or platform that was used to create it.3Adobe suggested at the time that it might eventually
become a standard file format for the print media industry. Many decided to use it to make
press-ready files for the final product.
PDF is actually derived from PostScript, a programming language for page description that is
nearly 20 years old. PostScript must be interpreted by the RIP (Raster Image Processor) a
software application that converts PostScript instructions into individual spots that a proofer,
filmsetter, or platemaking device can image. This file format became increasingly popular
throughout the industry. Although an increasing growth ofPDF files were created in the
business and publishing sector, many defective PDF files were also being produced. According to
a GATF study, the top three most frequent problems or errors associated with PDF files were
ranked as: 1. Fonts not embedded, 2. Resolution too low, and 3.Wrong color space, as well as
many other client-input
errors.4 These were the same errors from the previous file submission
requirements and continued to cause chaos in areas ofdigital printing, proofing, and platesetter
technology. The old theory returns, "Garbage in, makes garbage
11
Eventually, industry leaders and organizations joined forces to create standards thatwould
solve issues for digital advertising, newspapers, and other commercial publications while
maintaining the ease and portability of this file format.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The problem with PDF is how the file format is used and exchanged in the premedia
process. GATF recently conducted a survey ofPDF use among commercial printers and prepress
facilities. The results, tabulated from 83 useable responses, were presented at the 2002 GATF
TechAlert Conference earlier this year. Forty-seven percent of the respondents were commercial
printers. When asked what is the biggest problem when working with PDF files, 88% reported
clients do not make PDF files correctly.5 Even though nearly halfofall participants in the survey
said they provide formal training on PDF creation, and 78% provide the Distiller job settings to
help clients prepare PDF files to their specifications. How could it be possible that 88% of their
customers cannot make correct PDF files?
On the other hand, some positive responses ofnote from the surveywere:
"Faster system throughput"was most often reported as thegreatest benefit ofPDF.
6
"Reduced cross-platform issues" ranked most often as the second-best benefit ofPDF.
6
Many advocates of this new technology are aware of the capabilities, but do not understand how
it may be used to add value to their printing plants within the premedia infrastructure.
The issue here involves how the communication process between customers and the premedia
industry has evolved into a plethora ofmishaps when creating PDF files for print. Originally, a
premedia departmentwould lend a set of job options to the creative agency by exporting them
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out from their Distiller application, ensuring that all settings were correct for a compliant PDF
file. Unfortunately, bad PDF files were still being created even with this precaution. Due to these
excessive problems encountered with customer's.-fiies, there was a need for a new way to improve
the file preparation process.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
PDF/Xwas started by Subcommittee 6, Task Force 1 of the Committee for Graphic Arts
Technical Standards (CGATS SC6 TF1) at the request of the DDAP Association (Digital
Distribution ofAdvertising for Publications) and NAA (NewspaperAssociation ofAmerica).
CGATS has been tasked byANSI (American National Standards Institute) to generate standards
for the graphic arts in the USA.7Originally, what the DDAP and NAA had in mind was a
standard for digital ad delivery but CGATS agreedwith the intent to design a file format
standard for the whole printing industry. After all, the same requirement for a pre-transmission
proofbeing an accurate prediction of the final printed piece applies across almost all jobs, as does
the high cost ofprinting something
wrong.8
PDF/X is a subset ofPDF that is intended for reliable graphic arts data exchange, bringing
about three layers of requirements for this press-ready compliant file format.
9
1 .) To provide the type of files that can pass through a prepress installation without any
errors.
2.) Providing files that will print with appropriate quality for a specific industry sector or
printing process standards such as SWOP, SNAP, GRACoL, et cetera.
3.) Job specifications are taken into consideration, which includes trim sizes, bleeds, precise
resolution for continuous-tone (CT) images or line artwork (LW)> color management,
13
spot colors, duotones, and embedded fonts.
Alongwith these requirements are three different parts for the current solution of the PDF/X
file format. Ifwe use a single format specification for the most reliable simple exchange, itwould
not meet the manyworkflow needs. Graphic arts electronic data exchange is a compromise
between issues of reliability, flexibility, and application complexity.10
For this thesis study, this standardwill be evaluated and tested, using objective measures. For
this testing, using a conventional PostScript workflow versus an optimized PDF/Xworkflow will
be used to make qualitative comparisons to see if this standard does indeed work. This will also
quantify the production space and time by stating the steps involved with both processes.
To properly assess the capabilities of this technology, a comparison ofa current workflow model
must be made alongwith the new PDF/X premedia workflow model.
The main goal of this thesis is to show how the implementation ofPDF/Xworkflows can
speed the process ofpremedia operations with automation in areas ofprocess control, raster
image processing time and a reduction of storage requirements. This should also show ifPDF/X
compliant settings based on these standards can eliminate the need for training and make the
process streamlined, avoiding any problems.
SCOPE OF THE SITUATION
The current conventional PostScriptworkflow consist of:
Transferring source files to the workstation
Preflighting the job
Opening the document
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Activating fonts
Verifying links to graphics
Establishing page setup and printer's marks
Imposition
Submitting job to output device or PostScript file
Archiving or repurposing files for cross-media applications
Conventional Workflow - PostScript
Typically, jobs are submitted on optical media such as a compact disk, but can also be
retrieved by server access connection through TCP/IP (Transmission control protocol/Internet
protocol) or FTP (File Transfer Protocol). Preflighting the document is necessary to ensure that
they are prepared for PostScript generation. This identifies potential problems such as missing
fonts arid images, insufficient resolution of raster graphics, or thewrong color space. In this
event, a new set of images may need to be saved out under a specific profile for a final set of
images for the press run. After confirmation, the file can then be collected into a new folder that
will organize all the elements used into subfolders called
"Images"
and
"Fonts"
as well as the
most recently saved version of the page layout file in either QuarkXPress or InDesign. After this,
a PostScript file is generated by the Device Independent settings using a known output device.
The printer settings must be set to the correct PPD (PostScript Printer Description) alongwith
the appropriate color settings for composite or separated CMYK, spot colors, orientation,
screening, and any finishing elements (crop and score marks) before ripping the file. When the
PostScript file is made, it is then run through the imposition software, Preps, with one of the
predefined templates that imposed the PostScript document into the appropriate page
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arrangement for the selected finishing process. Whether the template is pre-made or has to be
built from scratch, some finishing issues have to be considered such as creep (shingling) or gutter
space, etc. Corrective adjustments can be made from these templates, allowing for optimal results
in the finishing process. When the imposition process has been tested and finished, then the
PostScript file can be printed directly to a platesetter, imagesetter, or printer from an imposition
application such as Preps.
New Workflow - PDF/X
All of the steps mentioned in the conventional PostScript workflow above are inclusive
within this newworkflowwhen involving the testing procedures. The next step is creating a
compliant PDF/X file throughAcrobat Distiller 6.0. Since a PDF file can be imposed in a
software program like Preps, this would be the only step necessary for concern within the
premedia department. In regards to preflighting issues like color management, linking images to
the file, and verifying if fonts are embedded. They can all be avoided upon receiving a compliant
PDF/X file because itwould allow the customer to soft proof the document before sending.
With a PDF workflow, color management settings can be tested and done at the end of the
entire process before clicking the print button. Even possibly as late as at the RIP. This is
considered to be late binding color management.
The main purpose of this workflow is to allow more responsibility to the customer in setting
up their digital document correctly and allowing the service provider to remove the steps from
the process of correcting all the typical mishaps involved with file submission.
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The proposed PDF/X premediaworkflowwill consist of:
Preflighting the PDF/X file
Establishing page setup and printer's marks
Imposition
Submitting job to output device or PostScript file
Archiving or repurposing files for cross-media applications
All these requirements take time and are dependent upon the equipment used. Bymeasuring
the preparation time of this model, we can determine how long it takes to prepare a press ready
document as soon as the files leave the customer service representative's hands. Some of these
factors such as using color management profiles, scanning, trapping, clipping paths, and
imposition require manual adjustments by the operator. For the most part, premedia experts are
solely depended upon to fix the problems encountered in many of these areas and usually end up
spending too much time fixing the ones that could be avoided.
Premedia Setting
The equipment used in theAdvanced Publishing Lab and Prepress and Publishing Lab is
state of the art in 2003. In the production area, Macintosh G4 workstations with current
software easily support all preparatorywork. Most workstations include a CD-RW (Compact
Disk re-writable) or DVD-R (Digital Video Disc recordable) drive to store any of the files
necessary for production. The workstations range from 700Mhz - 933Mhz G4 computers that
are runningMacOS X (Apple's Operating System Software) as well as MacOS 9.2 in the Classic
environment. They are configured with 768MB ofRAM (Random Access Memory), 40-60GB
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Ultra ATA (ATAttachment Interface) /100 hard drive, 17 inch LCD-display monitors and
Gigabit Ethernet network cards. Initially, the majority of the workflow is created on the
Macintosh platform.
Materials and Software Used
Software
QuarkXPress 5.0
Adobe Photoshop 7.01
Adobe Illustrator 10.03
Extensis Suitcase 10.2
Adobe Acrobat Professional 6.0
Microsoft Office X (Excel andWord)
Materials
Kodak Approval PS Digital Color Proofer
X-Rite 500 Series Spectrodensitometer
DEC Alpha NT Workstation
Harlequin RIP SW version 4.5R1
Dot Gain Manager SW version 2.7
Hewlett Packard LaserJet 8000
3MMatchprint Proofing system
OBJECTIVE
The final PostScript and PDF test files will be prepared for SWOP specifications.
The reason for using SWOP is that most of the industry has knowledge of this specification as a
benchmark point in process control; therefore, it will be easier to follow. For this experiment, the
KodakApproval device will be used for testing since it has the capability to calibrate to SWOP
specifications and is a SWOP-certified device.10
The PDF/X-la specifications will be tested by using the same "U.S. Web Coated
(SWOP) profile versus being applied in a conventional PostScript workflow. From this, a
visual assessment of the images and measurements can be used for comparison between the
conventional PostScript and PDF/Xworkflows for qualitative purposes.
By measuring all the steps taken in both workflows, this will confirm whether or not the
PDF/Xworkflow has a "faster system
throughput"
as mentioned as one of the top benefits from
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the GATF survey. These will be measurements of raster image processing time and a reduction
of storage requirements.
REASON FOR INTEREST
The printing industry is undergoing some major changes within their production workflows
with newer equipment and technology. Automation in prepress is one area of interest that
deserves attention as well as many others, but this topic proposes some challenges that the
industry is currently facing with PDF file format. This technology has the potential to be a
catalyst for change in premedia workflows and is growingwith popularity to be the number one
choice in accepted file format standards. With the increase in usage, many consumers still need
to be educated with some of the problems that they face. Unfortunately, this file format has been
taken for granted as the answer to all premedia problems, ignoring the same issues that have
plagued the industry even with previous native workflows for the past decade. The issues can be
classified into three basic categories: process control, raster image processing time and a
reduction of storage requirements with PDF technology. All of these issues affect productivity
and profitability in the premedia aspect of all incoming files to a commercial printer.
This thesis will serve as a guide for the conversion process within premedia workflows as well
as measuring howwell itworks alongwith the native workflow. With the PDF/X-la standards
having been fully developed to accommodate SWOP specifications, these will be tested and
measured for qualitative data to see how accurate the process is. This will also prove that these
standards are necessary and can be verified. To remain profitable, it is necessary for submitted
documents to be press ready; however, it is not always possible to expect clients to effectively
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prepare press ready documents. This study provides the opportunity to perform an evaluation of
the functionality and efficiency of a new premedia workflow.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Bases of the Study
Evaluating the effectiveness ofa PDF/X-laworkflowwill be executed by doing a comparison
alongwith PostScript workflow models. A series ofprocedures must be performed on the devices
used for this study to ensure accuracy in process control of the KodakApproval for SWOP
specifications. In order to derive the SWOP characterization curves, we must have a reference
point to calibrate this digital color proofer. Since, we are incapable ofhaving a press run to derive
these values, aMatchprint must be made to the solid ink densities and dot gain measurement
values according to SWOP specifications.
The steps that need to be taken in order to calibrate the proofer are as follows:
1 . Linearize the imagesetter.
2. Generate a referenceMatchprint proofaccording to SWOP specifications.
3. Measure the results and plot characteristic curves.
4. Generate a benchmarkApproval proof in its uncalibrated state.
5. Measure the results and calculate density step value.
6. Enter benchmark and reference proofdata into Dot Gain Manager software.
7. Send RIP target PostScript file and activate calibration settings
8. Output newApproval proofand compare to referenceMatchprint(SWOP) proof.
Calibration ofKodakApproval to SWOP
1 . Imagesetter Linearization
First, an imagesetter must go through the process of linearization. For validity of the
linearization process, replenish all developer, fixer, and water in the DuPont Easy Compact
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Processor 95 and set the correct temperature controls. An encapsulated PostScript file
(figure 1) ofa test target is composed ofelements necessary to verify this process.
R IT ExposureTTttget *"^k_ '" S B *** * '
Figure 1: RIT Exposure Test Target Franz Sigg
This target contains a continuous tone wedge with halftone scales to verify if the output films
match the precise dot-on-dot measurements with a densitometer and maintaining the optimum
highlight (98-99%) and shadow dot (1-2%). Checkerboard patterns of lxl, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 must
match with 50% area coverage to verify the same midtone values regardless ofdot size. It is also
important that the Dmax of the films measures around 3.5 4.0. Multiple RIT Exposure
Targets were output from a page layout program to the Agfa SelectSet 5000 Imagesetter using
various laser intensity settings (in nanometers), a line screen of 133 lpi (lines per inch) and a
screening resolution of2400 dpi. The process of linearization is necessary to print halftones with
accurate and repeatable results. After linearization is complete, another test form needs to be
output for the procedures ofmaking a Matchprint to render the SWOP characterization of a
press sheet. This output device test form (figure 2) contains a series of steps from 5% - 100% for
cyan, magenta, yellow, and black channels of the printing process.
When the films are output, a transmission densitometer is used to measure these step
patches. The percent dot area is determined from the translation of the original to film holding a
tolerance range of 1% for the 5-40% and 70 - 100% expected percent dot area, and a tolerance
range of2-3% for the 40 - 70% expected percent dot area patches.
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Figure 2: Output Device Characterization Test Form (negative films)
2. Reference Proof - 3MMatchprint
Since we are incapable ofhaving a press run to determine our reference printing
conditions towards SWOP specifications, we must generate an analog reference proof from using
the 3M Matchprint proofing system. Matchprints have been widely accepted as the industry
standard for receiving contract proofs that simulate specific printing applicationswith their color
sets and base materials. First, a particular base material labeled 3M Matchprint Publication Base
is chosen because it concurs with SWOP printing standards. Next, the linearized film separations
are exposed to the donor material in
'CMYK'
orderwith UV light from an exposure frame unit.
This UV light penetrates the base material through the non-imaged areas of the film through the
donor individually for each color. This unit utilizes a time or an integration system for each
channel, for instance:
Channel #1 = Cyan @ 13 units
Channel #2 =Magenta @ 12 units
Channel#3 = Yellow @ 12 units
Channel#4 = Black @ 13 units
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For each exposure, the film is removed and the base sheet is processed emulsion-side up
in the 3M 2425 processor. The process was repeated several times until the time settings were
optimized for the solid ink density values. The exposing frame unit has been properly calibrated
for the maximum solid density setting according to 2001 SWOP specifications:
SWOP (Grades 3 & 5 coated) - Publication Base '
*Solid Ink Density (0. 10) Dot Gain @ 50% (3%)
K_
~
C: 1.30 20%
M: 1.40 20%
Y: 1.00 18%
* Status T density, absolute (paper included)
3. Reference Proof- SWOP Characteristic Curves
Density values of the CMYK steps from the final Matchprintwere input into a spreadsheet
(Table 1). This spreadsheet was built in Microsoft Excel for the purposes of recording the
absolute and relative densities, while determining the actual paper dot and dot gain.
The characteristic curves of the referenceMatchprint proof are in figure 3.
Name: SWOP3M MatchprintTest Form
% Dot Dv Dr 8 Db
Area (K) (C) (M) (V)
0 0.11 0.1 1 0.11 0.1 1
3 0.14 0 14 0.15 0.17
7 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.21
10 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24
15 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.27
20 0.32 033 0.33 032
25 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.36
30 0.43 0.44 0.43 0.40
40 0.55 0.54 0.48 0.47
50 0.67 0.60 0.59 0.53
60 0.78 0.75 0.79 0.66
70 0.95 0.86 0.91 0.74
80 1.18 1.00 1.07 0.83
90 1.44 1.16 1.29 0.92
100 1.67 1.33 1.43 1.00
Figure 3: 3M Matchprint Characteristic Curves (reference proof)
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60
65
70
75
NT TEST FORM 06/18/2003
(absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
0.16 0.05 11.57 6.57
0.22 0.11 23.81 13.81
0.27 0.16 32.79 17.79
0.33 0.22 42.29 22.29
0.38 0.27 49.27 24.27
0.44 0.33 56.64 26.64
0.49 0.38 62.05 27.05
0.54 0.43 66.88 26.88
0.57 0.46 69 52 24.52
0.6
0.59 79.060.7 24.06
0.75 0.64 82.03 22.03
0.81 0.7 85.18 20.18
0.86 0.75 87.49 17.49
0.93 0.82 90.31 15.31
1 0.89 92.70 12.70
1.08 0.97 95.01 10.01
1.16 1.05 96.93 6.93
1.25 1.14 98.70 3.70
1.33 1.22 100.00 0.00
S3
(absolute D) Relative Density X Paper Dot Dot Gain
0.15 0.04 9.24 4.24
0.19 0.08 17.67 7.67
0.23 0.12 25.36 10.36
0.3 0.19 37.22 17.22
0.35 0.24 44.59 19.59
0.39 0.28 49.91 19.91
0.42 0.31 53.59 18.59
0.48 0.37 60.22 20.22
0.52 0.41 64.17 19.17
0.59
0.66
VUUUBRtTWNUffiFEBSB KM3
0.55 75.43 20.43
0.75 0.64 80.97 20.97
0.85 0.74 85.92 20.92
0.91 0.8 88.38 18.38
0.99 0.88 91.18 16.18
1.07 0.96 93.51 13.51
1.17 1.06 95.88 10.88
1.29 1.18 98.09 8.09
a_ia__aU>
1.27 99.39 4.39
L^KffJIBEu
1.32 100.00 0.00
(absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
5 0.13 0.02 5.17 0.17
10 0.18 0.07 17.09 7.09
15 0.2 0.09 21.48 6.48
20 0.24 0.13 29.69 9,69
25 0.27 0.16 35.37 10.37
30 0.31 0.2 42.36 12.36
35 0.36 0.25 50.24 15.24
40 0.42 0.31 58.57 18.57
45 0.47
0.53
0.36 64.68 19.68
1
55 0.58 0.47 75.89 20 89
60 0.63 0.52 80.12 20.12
65 0.69 0.58 84.60 19.60
70 0.74 0.63 87.88 17.88
75 0.78 0.67 90.25 15.25
80 0.83 0.72 92.92 12.92
85 0.87 0.76 94.84 9.84
90 0.92 0.81 97.01 7.01
95 0.97 0.86 98.94 3.94
(absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
5 0.16 0.05 11.18 6.16
10 0.21 0.1 21.15 11.15
15 0.26 0.15 30.03 15.03
20 0.32 0.21 39.43 19.43
25 0.38 0.27 47.61 22.61
30 0.43 0.32 53.61 23.61
35 0.49 0.38 59.96 24.96
40 0.55 0.44 65.50 25.50
45 0.61 0.5 70.31 25.31
0.67 1
55 0.75 0.64 79.27 24.27
60 0.82 0.71 82.7B 22.78
65 0.9 0.79 86.15 21.15
70 0.97 0.86 88.64 18.64
75 1.07 0.96 91.56 16.56
80 1.17 1.06 93.88 13.88
85 1.29 1.18 96.04 11.04
90 1.44 1.33 98.02 8.02
95 1.56 1.45 99.1B 4.18
ooH ^^H^ 1.56 100.00 0.00
Table 1: Density (absolute & relative), Percent DotArea, and Dot Gain
Within the spreadsheet, the dot gain was determined by using the Murray-Davies formula.
Murray-Daviesformula: Paper Dot(%) = 1 - 10Dtlnt / 1 - 10Dsolid x 100
Dot Gain(%) = Paper Dot(%) - Film Dot(%)
4. Benchmark Proof- KodakApproval (uncalibrated)
Since the KodakApproval PS Digital Color Proofer is used for this experiment, we must
determine it benchmark state with no adjustments. First, the same test form is used as in the
previous step for generating the benchmark proof. The test form is output under the "SPM
Kodak
Approval_uncalibrated"
printer setting under the "Raw
Benchmark"
page setup noted in
input controller (figure 4). This setting is used because there are no adjustment curves or
calibration settings associated with this page setup, making theApproval output in a raw state.
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L-IIBIHIiHnlHIBl E
Name 1 Type
SpoolFoldet SpoolFolder
SPM Kodak Appioval Test AppleTalk
SPM KodakAppioval InDesign AppleTalk
SPM KodakAppioval Quark AppleTalk
SPM KodakAppioval-SNAP AppleTalk
SPM Kodak ApprovaLuricalibiated AppleTalk
I Page Setup
Default Page Setup
SPM_Apptoval_Swo
SPM_Appioval_Swo
SPM_Approval_Swo. .
spms_apfoval_snap
Raw Benchmaik
J jj
Copy
Figure 4: Input Controller
5. Benchmark Proof-Measure results and calculate density step value
Density values of the CMYK steps from the uncalibratedApproval proofwere input into
a spreadsheet (Table 2). Here is a comparison between characteristic curves of the reference
Matchprint proof and the benchmarkApproval proof in its uncalibrated state (figure 5).
Kodak ApprovaLuncal TEST FORM - 06/19/2003
CYAN (absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
5 0.12 0.04 9.70 4.70
10 0.16 0.08 18.56 8.56
15 0.2 0.12 26.63 11.63
20 0.Z4 0.16 33.99 13.99
25 0.27 0.19 39.08 14.08
30 0.31 0.23 45.35 15.35
35 0.35 0.27 51 06 16.06
40 0.39 0.31 56 27 16.27
45 0.43
0.47
0.51
0.35 61.03 16.03
HKf. c n
55 0.43 69.32 14.32
60 0.54 0.46 72.05 12.05
65 0.59 0.51 76.21 11.21
70 0.63 0.55 79.21 9.21
75 0.69 0.61 83.22 8.22
80 0.75 0.67 86.71 6.71
85 0.83 0.75 90.68 5.68
90 0.9 0.82 93 60 3.60
95 0.99 0.91 96.72 1.72
100 1.11 1.03 100.00 0.00
OUTPUT DEVICE :SWOP
(absolute D) Relative Density
0.04
% Paper Dot
9.64
Dot Gain
5 0.12 4.64
10 0.16 0.0B 18.43 8.43
15 0.2 0.12 26.45 11.45
20 0.24 0.16 33.76 13.76
25 0.27 0.19 38.82 13.82
30 0.32 0.24 46.51 16.51
35 0.35 0.27 50.71 15.71
40 0.4 0.32 57.11 17.11
45 0.43
0.48
0.35 60.61 15.61
-;-" M7? amcm KM
55 0.53 0.45 70.67 15.67
60 0.56 0.48 73.27 13.27
65 0.61 0.53 77.21 12.21
70 0.65 0.57 80.06 10.06
75 0.71 0.63 83.86 8.86
80 0.76 0.68 86.65 6.65
85 0.84 0.76 90.50 5.50
90 0.92 0.84 93.71 3.71
95 1 0.92 96.37 1.37
100
KSEQ
1.06 100.00 0.00
YELLOW (absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
5 0.1 0.02 5.76 0.76
10 0.13 0.05 13.92 3.92
15 0.16 0.08 21.53 6.53
20 0.19 0.11 28.64 8.64
25 0.22 0.14 35.27 10.27
30 0.25 0.17 41.46 11.46
35 0.28 0.2 47.24 12.24
40 0.31 0.23 52.63 12.63
0.34 0.26 57.66 12.66
^ptsssssssswrTnma idBki
55 0.39 0.31 65 31 10.31
60 0.42 0.34 69.50 9.50
65 0.45 0.37 73.40 8.40
70 0.48 0.4 77.04 7.04
75 0.51 0.43 80.45 5.45
80 0.56 0.48 85.62 5.62
85 0.59 0.51 88.45 3.45
90 0.64 0.56 92.75 2.75
95 0.68 0.6 95.85 0.85
100 0.74 0.66 100.00 0.00
(absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
0.13 0.05 11.41 6.41
0.17 0.09 19.64 9.64
0.22 0.14 28.91 13.91
0.26 0.18 35.60 15.60
0.29 0.21 40.22 15.22
0.34 0.26 47.26 17.26
0.38 0.3 52.33 17.33
0.43 0.35 58.05 18.05
0.48 0.4 63.14
unrseasssssssssssm.
18.14
0.58 0.5 71.73 16.73
0.63 0.55 75.34 15.34
0.69 0.61 79.16 14.16
0.74 0.66 81.96 11.96
0.81 0.73 85.37 10.37
0.89 0.81 86.66 8.66
0.99 0.91 92.00 7.00
1.11 1.03 95.12 5.12
1.22 1.14 97.31 2.31
n 100.00 0.00
Table 2: Density (absolute & relative), Percent DotArea, and Dot Gain
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Plate/Press Curve-Cyan
SWOP 3M Matchprint Test Form
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% Dot Area
Plate/Press Curve-Magenta
SWOP 3M Matchprint Test Form
Plate/Press Curve-Yellow
SWOP 3M Matchprint Test Form
1.8
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Figure 5: Comparison ofcharacteristic curves between reference proof (Matchprint - SWOP) and the benchmark
proof (Approval) before calibration
The graph above shows that the benchmark proof (dotted line) from the uncalibrated
Approval densities are not in alignmentwith SWOP specifications and therefore needs to be
calibrated to this standard. According to Chart 2, the solid ink densities and dot gain at 50% dot
area do not fall within conformance to SWOP.
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Next, the density step values must be calculated for the solid ink densities ofCMYK for
the reference and benchmark proofs. The formula is used for each color accordingly.
Formula: (Reference SID - Benchmark SID) + Step Value = Number ofSteps
StepValue
(KCM) = .025
(Y) = .0125
Cyan
Reference (Matchprint) = 1.33
Benchmark (Approval)= - 1.11
.22
.22 + .025 = 8.8 (+ 9 steps)
Marenta
Reference (Matchprint) = 1.43
Benchmark (Approval)= - 1.14
.29
.29 + .025 = 11.6 (+ 12 steps)
Yellow
Reference (Matchprint) = 1.00
Benchmark (Approval)= - 0.74
.26
.26 + .0125 = 20.8 (+21 steps)
Black
Reference (Matchprint) = 1 .67
Benchmark (Approval)= - 1.41
.26
.26 + .025 = 10.4 (+10 steps)
These step values are then used for the calibration settings in the next procedure.
6. Enter Benchmark and Reference ProofData into Dot GainManager software
A software program called Dot Gain Manager is used on aWindows NT workstation
connected to the KodakApproval Digital Color Proofing System. First, the program must be
activated and the preferences must be verified. In the preference settings, all the entry
intervals must be in alignment with the characteristic curves derived from the reference and
benchmark proof. In this case, we are using 5% increments up to 100% dot area to enter all
the density values ofboth proofs. Under Dot Gain Specification Method, it is verified that
these settings are exact as shown in figure 6.
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Dot GainManage! Configuration Entry Intervals ... 1
Jajget EnbyMethod: |peicentDot
i
benchmark EnbyMethod: [bensity
fieference Entry Method: 1 Density 4) !
Dot Gan CalculationM Factor |1.000
Configure Port
IL_JJL.._J
Gancel I
Benchmark Proof Conditions
I Approval Benchmark Conditions
f Dot Shape |Eucidean d
i
Evan: ]E
i ScieenRufrip; J133 00
Magenta: | 0
Yelow | 0
| Blade j 0
1
DK
Cancel
Figure 6: Preferences forDot Gain Manager Figure 7: Benchmark Proof Conditions
A new benchmark data set is created and the density values from the uncalibrated
Approval test form is entered for all 5% intervals. According to SWOP specifications, a 133
lpi line screen ruling is usedwith a Euclidean dot shape under the Benchmark Proof
conditions in figure 7.1 This data is saved out as a benchmark dot gain data file. Next, a
reference data set is created and the density values from theMatchprint test form is entered
for all 5% intervals. This data is saved out as a reference dot gain data file. From here, both
the reference and benchmark dot gain data is copied into a new target dot gain file (figure 8).
Copy-Dot Gam Data
rReferenceDotAiea* to Target
ff Yes
r No
. Qirrfitiora from Berx^vnark to Target
r No
OK j
j Copyi^BendunatkcorioSiora aridReference Dot aieab
I texMmrloWfo<MlbSsri^an>iitastaiti^pdntloithe
TargetApproval Pioof.
' AnAppioval Benchmark Proof iswkten at a density setting and screen iiing, using one dot
shape, without usrtg a RIP Dot Gain Table.
Figure 8: CopyDot Gain Data
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7. RIP Dot Gain Data andActivate Calibration Settings
After saving out the target dot gain file, a RIP Dot Gain PostScript file must be saved
out from the benchmark and target dot gain information. When activating our new
calibration settings, this PostScript file will be used as our target calibration settings.
From here we must create a new printer setting using a new page setup with the Kodak
Harlequin RIP software on theWindows NT workstation. Here are the settings below
(figure 9):
Output Device = Kodak
Resolution = 1800 dpi (Horizontal & Vertical)
Calibration = (NONE)
Calibrate for Press = unchecked
Screening
C = 105, M = 45, Y = 90, K = 75
Frequency = 133.00 lpi
No overriding
Dot Shape = Euclidean
Use Harlequin Precision Screening
Next, configure the device and
choose the correct RIP Dot Gain file (.ps)
from the Press Calibration File list box
located on the KodakApproval Setup
window (figure 10) below. On the same
window, the density step values calculated
from Step 5 are entered here as well. After
outputting a few test forms and measuring
them, the calibration settings were edited as
the density step values were lowered to
compensate for the solid ink density.
,. i r , "spil , I ,,
-
OutDut device: |Kodak Jj Resolution: 1 1 800.0 J^J Vertical
Configuredevice... | |* JJ |1800.0 j-J Horizontal
Califcfalion: [jrjonej JJ
Expose |
I-
Calibrate for press Pte*s,
Ellecls
P!J
Rojate: |0 ~3
l~
Negative
[~
Mhorprint
l"~
Tijmpage
Optirreation: (None
Cassette:
. JApproval
T Eeature: I
"1
___
~3 Scalng: J100 0Q XVeitical
7j ; [100 00 X Horizontal
ScreenfTg.., | Pagekaout... j ..^etelsrafe; Load defaults
_
flptiore ... |
P Separate color jobs
: P Re-TO'dbire v-pateti.-.n:
P Override Ifeguency
P Override dot shape
frequency: ftiUi
Cot shape: JEudidean
Angles (degrees)
Cyan M.agenta Yelow Black
[105.00 [4500
V"
Override angles
P Generate egba gray levers
f7 U'eHarle^PrecttionSciewwg: MPS OpHom... j
P fiotate screens according to page rotation
Figure 9: New Page Setup
Cancel
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Kodak Approval Setup
Cyan
Angle:Density U !-'* Il33.06 (105.0
. .
Angle:Density jgj h'eq: |133 00 (45.00
i
Angle:Density |-|g l-'eq: |13300 (90.00
Angle:Density 11 Heq: |1 33.00 (7500
o r ik v
Calibration File 06_19_03_SWOP.PS zl
OK
Cancel
EZl_ EH_ EEI_ EH_
EZl_EE_EZI_EZL
EZL_ EZi_ EH_ EEL
" EH EEl_ EH_ EE_
EE_EE_EEi_EEL
- EE_EEi__ EJ_ EH_
- EEL_ EE_ l_J_ EH,
- EE_ EEi_ EH_ EEL
-EEi_EH_ EE_ EE_
Figure 10: Calibration Settings forNew Page Setup Figure 11: Test Form
This calibration information is now saved out as a new page setup. The new page
setup and calibration settings are now activated for our next procedure in testing ifour new
characteristic curves for theApproval are compliant to SWOP standards.
8. Output Test Formwith new calibration settings and comparewith SWOP
The test form (figure 11) was output to the KodakApproval Digital Color Proofer
under these new calibration settings to verify ifour process is in control for the experiment.
Density values of the CMYK steps from the calibrated Approval proofwere input into a
spreadsheet (Table 3). As shown in the graph below (figure 12), the KodakApproval Digital
Color Proofer is now compliant to SWOP standards.
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Kodak Approval cat TEST FORM- 06/19/2003
CYAN (absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
5 0.13 0.05 11.56 6.56
10 0.18 0.1 21.85 11 85
15 0.23 0.15 31.03 16.03
20 0.29 0.21 40.74 20.74
25 0.33 025 46.50 21.50
JO 0.38 0.3 53.00 23.00
35 0.43 0.35 58.79 23.79
40 0.46 0.38 61.96 21.96
45 0.51 0.43 66.78 21.78
SH^HK? 0.56
0.62
c . ,l
55 0.54 75.61 20.61
60 0.68 0.6 79.57 19.57
65 0.75 0.67 83.54 18.54
70 0.8 0.72 86.01 16.01
75 0.85 0.77 B8.21 13.21
80 0.91 0.83 90.54 10.54
85 1 0.92 93.48 8.48
90 1.06 0.98 95.13 5.13
95 1.15 1.07 97.21 2.21
10C 1.31 1.23 100.00
OUTPJ/TJJEVICE: SWOP
5 0.14
10 an
15 0.24
20 o.
25 0.3J
JO 0.39
35 0.41
40 <Mt
^^^^<jj
0.5
0.S7
55!. 0.M
60 0.7
65 0.7J
70 0.U
75 0.92
80 1
85 1.00
90 1.21
95 1.31
100^^^MMM
ity % Paper Dot Dot Gain
0.06 13.54 8.54
(1 11 23 47 13.47
0.16 32.33 17.33
0.21 40.22 20.22
0.25 45.91 20.91
0 11 53 53 23.53
0.33 55.84 20.84
0 38 61.17 21.17
0.42 65.02 20.02
,.. 1
0.56 76.01 21.01
0.62 79.74 19 74
0.7 83.98 18.98
0.75 86.25 16.25
0.84 89.74 14.74
0.9? 92.29 12.29
1 94.42 9.42
1.13 97.13 7.13
1 71 98.73 3.73
1.33 100.00 0.00
(absolute 0) Relative Density X Paper Oot Dot Gain
0.14 0.06 14.71 9.71
0.17 0.09 21.34 11.34
0.23 0.15 33.30 18.10
0.26 0 18 38.69 18.69
0.29 0.21 43.72 18.72
0.32 0.24 48.41 18.41
0.36 0.28 54.19 19.19
0.39 0.31 58.18 18.18
0.44 0.36 64.25
HUM I'll
19.25
0.54 0.46 74.49 19.49
0.61 0.53 80.38 20.38
0.66 0.58 84.04 19.04
0,7 0.62 86.68 16.68
0.76 0.68 90.20 15.20
0.81 0.73 92.80 12.80
0.86 0.78 95.10 10.10
0.9 0.82 96.77 6.77
0.94 0.86 98.29 3.29
099 0.91 100.00 0.00
(absolute D) Relative Density % Paper Dot Dot Gain
0.13 0.05 11.16 6.16
0.19 0.11 22.95 12.95
0.23 0.15 29.96 14.96
0.27 0.19 36.35 16.35
0.34 0.26 46.21 21.21
0.38 0.3 51.17 21.17
0.44 0.36 57.80 22.80
0.49 0.41 62.67 22.67
0.54 0 46 67.01 22.01
0.69 0.61 77.40 22.40
0.77 0.69 81.63 21.63
0.88 0.8 86.32 21.32
0.97 0.69 69.36 19.36
1.06 0.98 91.84 16.84
1.16 108 94.04 14.04
1.27 1.19 95.95 10.95
1.43 1.35 97.99 7.99
1.58 1.5 99.33 4.13
1.6 100,00 0.00
Table 3: Density (absolute & relative), Percent DotArea, and Dot Gain
Plate/Press Curve-Black
SWOP 3M Matchpnnt Test For
Plate/Press Curve-Cyan
SWOP 3H Matchpnnt Test Form
10 20 30 40 SO 60 70
H DotArt*
Plate/Press Curve-Magenta
- SWOP 3M Matchpnnt Test Form
Plate/Press Curve-Yellow
SWOP 3M Matchpnnt Test For
0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 B0 90 100
% Dot Area
Figure 12: Comparison ofcharacteristic curves between reference proof (Matchprint - SWOP)
and the calibratedApproval proof
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Chapter 3
Review of the Literature
This section contains selective overview of literature obtained by the author.
There are several predictions regarding the future outcome ofPDF/X prepress workflows.
The consensus is that PDF/X is being accepted by the industry in relation with the DDAP
Association (Digital Distribution ofAdvertising for Publications) and the NAA (Newspaper
Association ofAmerica).
PDF/XHistory
PDF/Xwas started by Subcommittee 6, Task Force 1 of the Committee for GraphicArts
Technical Standards (CGATS SC6 TF1) at the request of the DDAP Association and NAA.
CGATS has been tasked byANSI (American National Standards Institute) to generate
standards for the graphic arts in the USA.1 Originally, what the DDAP and NAA had in
mind was a standard for digital ad delivery but CGATS agreed with the intent to design a
file format standard for thewhole printing industry. After all, the same requirement for a
pre-transmission proofbeing an accurate prediction of the final printed piece applies across
almost all jobs, as does the high cost ofprinting something
wrong.2
PDF/X is a subset ofPDF that is intended for reliable graphic arts data exchange,
bringing about three layers of requirements for this press-ready compliant file format. 3
1.) To provide the type of files that can pass through a prepress installation without any
errors.
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2.) Providing files thatwill print with appropriate quality for a specific industry sector or
printing process standards such as SWOP, SNAP, GRACoL, et cetera.
3.) Job specifications are taken into consideration, which includes trim sizes, bleeds,
precise resolution for continuous-tone (CT) images or line artwork (LW), color
management, spot colors, duotones, and embedded fonts.
Alongwith these requirements are three different parts for the current solution of the
PDF/X file format. Ifwe use a single format specification for the most reliable and simple
exchange, itwould not meet the manyworkflow needs. Graphic arts electronic data
exchange is a compromise between issues of reliability, flexibility, and application
complexity.3 The current PDF/X-la and PDF/X-3 standards are based on PDF version 1.3,
published back in 1999. Some PDF/X files still may contain PDF1.3 (Acrobat 4
Compatible) constructs such as DeviceN or SmoothShading, which is only understood by
PostScript I^evel 3 applications and
devices.4 Updated revisions have been made to PDF
version 1.4 specifications in late May of2003 and approved by ISO standards. They are
expected to be published in the Fall of2003.One of the most obvious new features in PDF
1 .4 is prohibiting the use of partial transparency; therefore, it requires that files must be
flattened before making the PDF/X file transmission. The other feature included in this
specification was JBIG2 compression or
"JPEG2000"
compression, although optional when
making PDF/X files.
Starting in 1999 up until today, standards were created; ISO 15930-1:2001 (PDF/X-
l&la): Complete exchange using CMYK and spot color data, ISO 15930-2:2002 (PDF/X-
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2): Partial exchange using RGB, LAB, CMYK and spot color data, ISO 15930-3:2002
(PDF/X-3): Complete exchange using ICC-based RGB and LAB color data.
5
PDFIX-l&l-A
This standard is more preferred for the U.S. publication sector of the print media
industry. PDF/X-1: 2001 and PDF/X-la (ISO 15930-1: 2001) are geared toward print
production workflows; the difference being the latter prohibits the use of the encryption as
well as Open Prepress Interface (OPI) objects; otherwise they are
identical.6 This PDF/X
standard requires that all fonts must legally be embeddable and embedded. Images must be
encoded as DeviceCMYK, DeviceGray, or spot color spaces, and no RGB or LAB color is
allowed.6A single PDF/X-la file can be prepared for a final print production process such as
SWOP (Specifications forWeb Offset Publications) or SNAP (Standards for Newsprint and
Advertising Publications). This format is platform and transport independent, meaning that
this exchange requires no prior knowledge of the sending and receiving environments.
PDF/X-2
This standardwill benefit most of the catalog and commercial printing industry.
This PDF/X specification is probably the most difficult but the most useful of the PDF/X
family. The standards committees are still in the final stages of completion. Due to its partial
exchange format, elements such as fonts, high resolution continuous-tone images and/or line
art files can be interchangeable using Open Prepress Interface (OPI) within the workflow.
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This format also has the capability to use color management with any color space, which
includes RGB, LAB, GRAY, or CMYK.
PDF/X-3
This standard is more preferred in the newspaper market or wherever digital presses
are in demandwithin the printing arena. This format is a spin-off from the PDF/X-la
format, where the European Color Initiative (ECI) had proposed that there was a necessity
for color management within advertisements in newspapers and magazines using device-
independent color spaces like RGB and LAB.7 The committees have agreed to develop this
standard for the inclusion of ICC-based color management. This would define the
relationship between three-component color space devices such as digital cameras. It also
keeps the flexibility ofone original RGB PDF file, which can be used cross media from web
to print, across multiple output devices, without having multiple files.
Why PDF/X standards are valuable?
Before the creation of these standards, a number ofprepress houses that have received
PDF files from their clients have developed an approach to making their PDF files compliant
within theirworkflows. Usually a set ofjob options are set up and exported from Adobe
Acrobat Distiller to be sent to their customers. Job options are a set ofattributes in the
Distiller application to create a PDF with specific settings for color management,
compression schemas, font embedding, and other mechanisms for bleed and trim areas.
Before this, PDF files were being created but not up to the requirements of the quality
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standards for the prepress department. Eventually, the prepress departmentwould make a set
ofjob options for their clients to plug into Distiller and create PDF files thatwere compliant
to their quality standards. The main drawback of this*approach was that it could only be
used inAcrobat Distiller and not by exporting to PDF from applications such as Illustrator,
Photoshop, QuarkXPress, or alternative PostScript to PDF conversion tools such as Agfa
Apogee Create or OneVision Solvere7
Creating standards for PDF provides a solution in process control by eliminating all the
variables. This standard will also be valuable in the future for documents to match any
number ofprinting conditions developed by CGATS in the future. With PDF/X-3, this
allows color management to be applied at the latest possible moment unlike PDF/X-la
where there is a clearly defined CMYK color space that particular file is going to. PDF/X-3
was designed with no intentions ofknowingwhere the file was going. This is due to sectors
in the printing market for both digital and commercial printing that have taken other routes
to maintain a more extensive gamut or better print contrast from their presses than their
local competitors. With the rise in non-impact digital printingwith inkjet or laser
technology, it is hard to characterize all these devices; therefore, the intent was to keep the
availability ofhaving a much larger color gamut for otherworkflows, even for web
publishing. As standards have been created for this file format, there are also standards for
process control. Hopefully, these standards will work together to give the industry the results
of functionality, portability, and efficiency for process control.
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PDF/XAdvantages
Portability
As many have proclaimed, a PDF file is more compact in size to deal with than awhole
assortment ofnative application files or even a PostScript file due to the compression
schemes. Lossless compression schemes such a ZIP 8-bit have been in essence the best
compression scheme offered for PDF in the publishingworkflow, saving almost 1/2 to 2/3
rd
the file size ofa PostScript file. PostScript and other native application files can add up to
much of the hard drive space on servers as well as archiving all of the prepared files that take
up space on external storage. These cost factors are not ofvalue-added to the job performed.
Most prepress or printing houses do not charge extra for archiving except onlywhen
retrieving the files for the customer. So if all of this could be avoided by a set of standards
built-in as a "export out of or a Distiller setting the creator can use.
The working files could then be in their hands and there is one less worry for receiving a
huge amount of files versus one PDF file with all the images and fonts embedded. Here is
case scenario: Instead ofarchiving 2GB (gigabyte) of files, a 100MB -(megabyte) PDF file of
everything you need to print the job is archived. This may result into a speedy solution for
raster image processing time versus the time to process the larger PostScript file.
ColorManagement
Late-binding color management can be applied to this workflow within the end user's
hands. With PDF/X- la:2001, this exchange requires no prior knowledge of the sending and
receiving environments and therefore is platform and transport independent. If the intended
output reflects a CMYK printing process, DeviceCMYK, DeviceGray and spot colors may be
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used, whereas DeviceRGB colors are not allowed. 8 If a document is made to be
repurposeable to multiple devices or even to cross media applications such as web and
multimedia platforms, PDF/X-3:2002 may be the more preferable standard to use.
This standard is dependent only upon the device profile applied at the very end of the
workflow. If the intended output reflects an RGB rendering process, DeviceRGB and LAB
colors may be used, but DeviceCMYK colors may
not.8
Unfortunately PDF/X-3:2002 cannot intermix DeviceRGB colors, DeviceCMYK
colors and spot colors in one single file to conform to an intended printing condition using
an ICC basedworkflow. Hopefully, PDF/X-2:2002 will be more flexible in allowing all
DeviceN color spaces to conform to an intended output color space. Ifdevice-independent
color data is used in PDF/X-3:2002 files, they must all share the same profile space used for
Device RGB. From this, the intended files may be converted to the output device color space
at the latest moment. Later in the experiment, PDF/X-3:2002 will be used by keeping
everything in RGB format and converting to the printer profile when ready to print the PDF
file without changing the color space of the PDF file. This would be considered to be late-
binding color management, and will be tested as a quicker solution against the conventional
PostScript workflow, whereas everything is converted before printing to PostScript.
PDF/XDisadvantages
While PDF workflows show many benefits, a percentage ofhuman and technologically
engendered difficulties ofdigital prepress still exist. In some cases it requires the intelligence
ofa tech-sawy prepress guru with the application ofPDF tools. According to the Seybold
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report, PDFWorkflow Shootout and Usage Survey, 9 these human or technical difficulties may
include issues such as:
Faulty bitmapped- image data, including preseparated DCS, spot-color duotones,
colorized TIFFs, and RGB images in various formats including JPEG, PICT, and
BMP.
Vector graphics, as well as incorrect handling ofhairline rules, outlined fonts, and
nested graphics such as imported EPS and PDF with their own vector files.
Color management issues, such as the faulty utilization of ICC color profiles and
rendering intents.
Color separations, the misnaming ofspot colors, the misuse of rich blacks, and the
misuse of the RGB color model in desktop business applications.
Page geometry, such as translating page, bleed, and other boundary elements (e.g.,
TrimBox, andMediaBox) into correct PDF conventions.
The other issuewith a PDF/Xworkflow is the inability to export a PDF/X compliant file
out ofnative applications such as Photoshop v.7, QuarkXPress v.5-6, InDesign v.2.02,
Illustrator v. 10, FreeHand v. 10, or CorelDraw. This makes it easier for the customer to
layout all the artwork in any application and export a PDF/X file. Instead of creating a
Postscript file from a native application and then Distilling a PDF/X compliant file.
PDFWorkflow Solutions
While these issues continue to plague the premedia process, there is a plethora of
software/server solutions available for a price range of$15,000 to $150,000. These software
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packages can run PDF/X files through preflighting and editing procedures through plug-ins
for Acrobat or external applications. Of course, itwill take the mindset ofa premedia guru to
assess the issues or technical difficulties that are mentioned above, and to be able to
troubleshoot issues such as trapping, faulty separations, or remove incorrect profiles used on
specific graphics or images, et cetera. IfPDF/X standards that have been developed right now
are attainable through software, then most of these issues should be resolvedwithout
spending mass amounts ofmoney for solutions. This industry does not revolve around a
perfect axis; therefore, education is still necessary for people to understandwhat is right from
wrong when making a PDF/X file. It is also important to educate customers on PDF
specifications thatwill work with your premedia process in order to save on premedia cost
and time factors.
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Chapter 4
Hypothesis
Premedia preparation ofdocuments for PDF/Xworkflow is similar to preparing
documents for PostScript or native application workflow. In many cases, the client is either
uneducated in the process or the premedia sector of the company cannot provide efficient
training. The constraints of color management issues, file preparation time, drive space
usage, and RIP processing time. To reduce these errors, standards have been created by
committees to guide the process and increased throughput, reduce mistakes, and improve
quality. The PDF/X standards are away to align the process and reduce most mishaps in file
preparation. This thesis investigates how these issues can be avoidable using these standards
but will also take a look into the limitations in PDF/Xworkflows.
PDF/X workflows produce the same level of functionality and deliver the same results as
conventional PostScript workflows. PDF/Xworkflows require less production time and
storage space requirements than conventional PostScript workflows. By measuring all the
steps taken in both workflows, this will confirm whether or not the PDF/Xworkflow has a
"faster system
throughput"
as mentioned as one of the top benefits from the GATF survey.
These will be measurements of raster image processing time and hard drive storage
considerations.
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Chapter 5
Methodology
Since the release ofAdobeAcrobat Professional 6.0 in mid-May of2003, the PDF/X
standards settings are built-in to the job options of the application. The experiment becomes
much easier to test for since all the appropriate settings followwhat CGATS and DDAP
committees have set forth for PDF/X-la:2001 and PDF/X-3:2002 standards.
Now that our output device has been calibrated for SWOP, a set ofprocedures must be done
to test the accuracy between a PostScript and a PDF/X-la workflow. Most of the test targets
have been built from clean PostScript code and in DeviceCMYK color space. Therefore, the
PDF/X-la standards are used to prove or disprove the hypothesis based on the level of
quality in comparison to a conventional PostScriptworkflow. The PDF/X-3 standards are
then tested to disprove or prove the second part of the hypothesis based on measuring the
amount of time and space saved given a standard set of test images versus the conventional
PostScriptworkflow. For this purpose, eight test forms were built to-show different aspects
ofa premedia workflow. Thesewill all be output to the Kodak Approval. Using the
conventional PostScript workflow is necessary to establish a benchmark. One of the test
forms (TF02) will append the PDF/X-la specification using CMYK images and then
another version with a PDF/X-3 workflow using RGB images to compare the accuracy of
late-binding color management using the same intended output color space: "US Web
Coated (SWOP) v.2". Here are the test forms with a complete description as follows.
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TEST FORM #1
Characteristic Target
PDF/X Standards - 5%-100% (CMYK) tints
ID TF_01SWOP
Version v1 .0
Prod. Date June 26, 2003
RIP Information:
Mac Distiller
p
p
p
ress SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
aper Sappl Coated
Notes PSVsrsion: 301 1.104
anguage Level: C
Actual
repress sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
PSL
Actual Actual Actual
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
=
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
Figure 13: TF01 - Characteristic Target
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TF01: Characterization Target (fig. 13) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la, PDF/X-3
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
CMYKRamps This target is used to derive a set of characteristic Measure each step of Spectrodensitometer
(5-100%) curves for process colors (Cyan, Magenta, CMYK to plot a graph of (X-Rite 500 Series)
Yellow, & Black). These will be used to calibrate expected percent dot area
the Kodak Approval and for comparison between versus the actual density.
the PostScript, PDF/X-1a, and PDF/X-3 work
flows using SWOP specs as our process control. These values will also help
us determine the percent
dot gain.
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TEST FORM #2
GATF Test Images
PDF/X Standards - Pictorial Images (Memory Colors)
ID TF_02SWOP Press SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
Version V1.0 Mac Distiller Paper Sappi Coated
Prod. Date June 26, 2003
US Web Coated (SWOP)v2
300 spi, 84.7 n/spot
PS Version: 3011.104 PrepressNotes sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
was used on raster images PS Language Level: 3
Figure 14: TF02 - GATF Test Images
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TF02: GATF Test Images (fig. 14) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la, PDF/X-3
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
Five images This target is composed of imageswith memory A series ofworkflows will Eyes
colors such as blue sky, green grass, fruit, white be performed using RGB
lace, neutrals and skin tones. and CMYK color spaces.
A visual assessmentWill i -
be made to determine
uniformity or differences
in appearance.
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TEST FORM #3
Pictorial Reference Images
ISO 12640 Standard Color Image Data
ID TF 03SWOP
Version v2.2
Prod. Date June 26. 2003
Notes
RIP Information.
Mac Distiller
300 spi. 84.7 ji/spot
PS Version: 3011 104
PS Language Level: 3
Press SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
Paper Sappi Coated
Prepress sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
GCRBAA3U EPS
Figure 15: TF03 - Pictorial Reference Images
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TF03: Pictorial Reference Images (fig.15) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
ISO 12640 image
N7A.tif (three ladies
w/ neutral bkg.)
This target is composed of three ladies with
different colored skin wearing vibrantly colored
outfits. The neutral backdrop serves to determine
any color cast in the neutrals or rest of the image.
A visual assessment will
bemade to determine
uniformity or differences
in appearance.
Eyes
ISO 12640 image
N4A.tif (metallic &
glass objects w/ neutral
bkg.)
This target is composed of shiny and metallic ob
jects, which helps determines the print quality of
the proof by observing highlight and shadow de
tail. The neutral background serves to determine
any color cast in the neutrals or rest of the image.
A visual assessment will
be made to determine
uniformity or differences
in appearance.
Eyes
PATCHIDJ
Print RIT Gray Bar v0.3
1a: 80% Black tint density (vertical bar)
1b: 3-color neutral - 75C/62M/60Y (vertical bar)
Measured with densitom
eter using Status T and
Absolute density (includ
ingpaper white). This will
be compared across the
Postscript and PDF/X-1a
workflow proofs.
Spectrodensitometer
(X-Rite 500 Series)
PATCHID_2
Print RIT Gray Bar v0.3
2a: 80% Black tint density (horizontal bar)
2b: 3-color neutral - 75C/62M/60Y (horizontal bar)
PATCHIDJ3
Print RIT Bar v0.3
3cm: 100%Cyan+100%Magenta = Blue Overprint
3my: 100%Magenta+100%Yellow = Red Overprint
3cy: 100%Cyan+100%Yellow = Green Overprint
Measured with densitom
eter and will determine
the % Ink Trapping of
each overprint color by
using Preucil's (GATF) ink
trapping equation (more
info located in Appendix
A about the formula). This
will be compared across
the Postscript and PDF/
X-1a workflow proofs.
Spectrodensitometer
(X-Rite 500 Series)
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TEST FORM #4
Synthetic Targets
Testing for Resolution, Register, Dot Gain and Gray Balance
TF 04SWOP
V2.3
ID
Version
Prod. Date June 26, 2003
Notes
RIP Information:
Acrobat Distiller 6.0
300 spi, 847 ii/spot
PS Version: 3015.102
PS Language Level: 3
Press SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
Paper Sappi Coated
Prepress sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
H I T A Color Resolution Target
;.;->;.;-;->>;
R-l-T Screen Pattern Analyzer for Proof*
1M?
4VREP08U EPS
Not all largels are
shown at original
size.
PATCHID 4
4Res0BU EPS
. Verify screen angles
1 for SWOP
!; 4c: (1 05)
. 4m: (45)
4y: (90)
AonMDaUJO.8.0 SODw. MMRKMMrMM 01 IMnlogr ... /JC<J\
ScrPaGU eps Documents screen angles and ruling lor proofs
"* m w^..^*00 *
*f
.sot~_>. " " -
I R-l-T Gutenberg Pnnt Quality
Test Target
ulentx
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PATCHID 5
Print Quality Scale
GutenbergPO0l.tif Evaluation ot
overall print quality
RA73T_U EPS. There is
also a version with 37 rays
R i T Visual Registration Scale
R-l-T Neutral Balance Target for SWOP
25. 50. 75% 100%
PATCHID 6
Neutral Balance
for SWOP
Background only Wack circles only CMV lints
6a: 25/16/16
6b: 50/39/39
VREGH08inU.EPS Comes in inch / melric and horizontal / vertical versions SWGR04U EPS 6c: 75/63/63
6d: 100/86/86
Figure 16: TF04 - Synthetic Targets
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TF04: Synthetic Targets (fig.16) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
PATCHID_4
RIT Screen Pattern
Analyzer for Proofs vO.1
(SWOP)
4c: Cyan (105)
4m: Magenta (45)
4y: Yellow (90)
4k: Black (75)
A visual assessment will
be made to determine if
the screen angles stay
precise to SWOP specs.
Eyes
PATCHID_5
RIT Gutenburg Print
Quality Test Target v0.1
(SWOP)
This target is composed of seven rasterized gradi
ents and an image of Gutenburg underlays it. The
seven images are the same but are proportion
ally smaller in size and are labeled 1-7 (1 -largest,
7-smallest).
A visual assessment will
be made to determine
the print quality on a 1-7
scale (1-worst, 7-best).
Eyes
PATCHIDJS
RIT Neutral Balance
Target for SWOP
6a: 3-color neutral - 25C/16M/16Y
6b: 3-color neutral - 50C/39M/39Y
6c: 3-color neutral - 75C/63M/63Y
6d: 3-color neutral - 100C/86M/86Y
Measured with densitom
eter using Status T and
Absolute density (including
paperwhite). The target
here will determine the
neutrality of the three-
color components in the
quarter-tone, midtone,
three-quarter tone, and
black tints. This will be
compared across the
PostScript and PDF/X-1a
workflow proofs.
Spectrodensitometer
(X-Rite 500 Series)
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TEST FORM #5
Overprint Target Images
PDF/X Standards - Overprint / Knockout / Transparency
ID
Version
Prod. Date
Notes
JF05SWOP
V1.0
June 26, 2003
RIP Information:
Mac Distiller
300 spi, 84.7 fi/spot
PS Version- 301 1.104
PS Language Level: 3
Press SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
Paper Sappi Coated
Prepress sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
50% Green 50% Blue 50/e Red
100%Cyan 100%Magenla l00%Yellow
100% Red 100% Green 100% Blue
50% Yellow 50% Cyan 50% Magenta
C|Y
c0 CO
= <B
a. a.
E &
O T3
2x
0_
PDF/X overprint
Process overprints, (ails from:
* Level 2 in-RIP separations
* Overprinting disabled ill
I White overprint, fails from
* Level 2 in-RIP separations
* Overprinting disabled
' Host-based separations
DevlceN overprints, fails from:
* Overprinting disabled
* Host-based separations
DeviceGray overprint, fails from:
' Acrobat 5 overprint preview
Printed PostScript* is OK
GLOBALGRAPHICS
a 1
PATCHID 7
pdlx-overpnnt-basic eps
Global Graphics
PDF/X Overprint
(verify it checkmarks
are present in
box A,B,C,D)
CM
RGB
Overprint Knockout
Cyan
Reverse Knockout
kos_ovps_lrnnsp.eps
Magenta
50% Transparent
Yellow Black
5 25 50 75 95 100 5 25 50 75 95 100 5 25 50 75 95 100 5 25 50 75 95 100
DDAP_Mac_Colorbar eps
Figure 17: TF05 - Overprint Target Images
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TF05: Overprint Target Images (fig.17) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
Transparency Overprint There are six patches of combined overprints of a A visual assessment will Eyes
transparency.eps solid patch with a 50% patch overlapping. be made to determine if
50% Green, 100% Cyan there are any differences
50% Blue, 100% Magenta between the PostScript
50% Red, 100% Yellow and PDF/X-1a workflow
50% Yellow, 100% Red proofs.
50% Cyan, 100% Green
50% Magenta, 100% Blue
PATCHIDJ A: Process overprints, fails from: A visual assessment will Eyes
Global Graphics PDF/X Level 2 in-RIP separations be made to determine if
Overprint Target Overprinting disabled an "X" appears in any of
B: White overprint, fails from: the boxes. If not, then the
Level 2 in-RIP separations proof is considered to be
Overprinting disabled PDF/X compliant.
Host-based separations
C: DeviceN overprints, fails from:
Overprinting disabled
Host-based separations
D: DeviceGray overprint, fails from:
Acrobat 5 overprint preview
Printed PostScripts is OK
PATCHID_8 8k100: Black Solid Ink Density Measured with densitom Spectrodensitometer
SWOP Digital Proofing 8k50: 50% Black tint eter using Status T and (X-Rite 500 Series)
Bar 8c100: Cyan Solid Ink Density Absolute density (including
8c50: 50% Cyan tint paperwhite). The target
8m100: Magenta Solid Ink Density here will determine the
8m50: 50% Magenta tint density of the solid ink
8y100: Yellow Solid Ink Density density and 50% tints.
8y50: 50% Yellow tint This will be compared
across the PostScript
and PDF/X-1aworkflow
proofs.
Overprints/Knockouts There are four boxes using different color schemes A visual assessment will Eyes
ko_ovps_transp.eps of overlapping black text, white text, and 50% be made to determine if
transparent text. there are any differences
between the PostScript
and PDF/X-1a workflow
proofs.
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TEST FORM #6
Spot & Gradient Targets
PDF/X Standards - Linear & Radial Gradiations
ID
n
Date
TF 06SWOP
Versic V1.0
Prod. June 26, 2003
Notes
RIP Information.
Mac Distiller
300 spi, 84.7 u/spot
PS Version: 301 1.104
PS Language Level: 3
Press
Paper
Prepress
SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
Sappi Coated
sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
PMS 123 PC
Pantone 293 PC
PMS 485 PC
Pantone 485 PC
PATCHIDIQb
PMS 123
process equivalent
Pantone 123 PC C:0- M:24 Y:94 K:0
PATCHID 11a
PMS 293 PC
PATCHID 11b
PMS 293
^Hprocess equivalent
C:100- M:58- Y:0 - K:2
C:0- M:95- Y:100-K:0
PATCHID_12b
PMS 485
Iprocess equivalent
Pantone 485 PC Pantone 293 PC Pantone 485 PC Pantone 123 PC Pantone 293 PC Pantone 485 PC
Pantone 293 PC Pantone 485 PC Pantone 123 PC 100% Yellow 100% Cyan 100% Magenta
Pantone 485 PC Pantone 293 PC Pantone 485 PC Pantone 123 PC Pantone 293 PC Pantone 485 PC
o
Pantone 293 PC Pantone 485 PC Pantone 123 PC 100% Yellow 100% Cyan 100% Magenta
Figure 18: TF06 - Spot Color & Gradient Targets
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TF06: Spot and GradientTargets (fig. 18) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
PATCHIDJO-12 10a:PMS123PC Measured with LAB Spectrodensitometer
Pantone 123, 293, & 1 0b: Process color equivalent - C:0, M:24, Y:94, K:0 values with spec (X-Rite 500 Series)
485 and process color 11a:PMS293PC trodensitometer using
strips 1 1 b: Process color equivalent - C:1 00, M:58, Y:0, K:2 D50 and 2 Observer.
12a:PMS485PC Pantone colors and
1 2b: Process color equivalent - C:0, M:95, Y:1 00, K:0 process equivalent
(CMYK) are compared
by the AE2000 eqgation
(ft Berns & J. Hobbs)
between each workflow.
(seeAppendixA formore
info on this formula)
Spof fo Spot 1 Spot Six Linear Gradients consisting of: A visual assessment will Eyes
to Process Gradients Pantone 123 to Pantone 293 be made to determine if
(Linear & Radial) Pantone 293 to Pantone 485 the gradients are giving
Pantone 485 to Pantone 123 the same performance
Pantone 123 to 100% Yellow between the PostScript
Pantone 293 to 100% Cyan and PDF/X-1 a workflow.
Pantone 485 to 100% Magenta
Six Radial Gradients consisting of:
Pantone 123 to Pantone 293
Pantone 293 to Pantone 485
Pantone 485 to Pantone 123
Pantone 123 to 100% Yellow
Pantone 293 to 100% Cyan
Pantone 485 to 100% Magenta
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TEST FORM #7
Illustration
PDF/X Standards - Illustration with Gradations
ID
Version
Prod. Date
TF 07SWOP
v1.0
June 26, 2003
US Web Coated (SWOPW2
was used on raster imaqes
RIP Information:
Mac Distiller
300 spi. 84.7 |i/spot
PS Version: 3011.104
PS Language Level. 3
Press
Paper
Prepress
SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
Sappi Coated
Notes sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
Cyan Magenta
I I I I I I I
Yellow Black
I I I I I I I
5 25 50 75 95 100 5 25 50 75 95 100 5 25 50 75 95 100 5 25 50 75 95 100 ;,.."
PATCHIDJ3C100 PATCHID_13m100 PATCHID_13y100 PATCHID_13k100
100%C tint 100%Mtint 100%Y tint 100%Ktint
PATCHID_13cS0
50%C tint
PATCHID_13m50
50%M tint
PATCHID_13y50
50%Y tint
PATCHID_13k50
50%K tint
Figure 19: TF07 - Illustration Example
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TF07: Illustration (fig. 19) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
Illustration Example This illustration is used as a visual reference to A visual assessment will Eyes
illustration_Art.eps detect color, amount of depth or flatness, and how be made to determine if
the gradients react between the PostScript and there are any differences
PDF/X workflow. between fe PostScript
and PDF/X-1a workflow
proofs.
PATCHIDJ3 13c50: 50% Cyan tint Measured with densitom Spectrodensitometer
DDAP Color Bar 13c100: Cyan Solid Ink Density eter using Status T and (X-Rite 500 Series)
13m50: 50% Magenta tint Absolute density (including
13m100: Magenta Solid Ink Density paper white). The target
13y50: 50% Yellow tint here will determine the
13y100: Yellow Solid Ink Density density of the solid ink
13k50:50% Black tint density and 50% tints.
13k100: Black Solid Ink Density This will be compared
across the PostScript
and PDF/X-1 a workflow
proofs.
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TEST FORM #8
Design Elements
PDF/X Standards - Type, Vector, and Raster Images
ID
Version
Prod. Date
Notes
TF08SWOP
V1.0
June 26, 2003
US Web Coated (SWOPW2
was used on raster images
RIP Information:
Mac Distiller
300 spi, 84.7 M/spot
PS Version: 301 1.104
PS Language Level: 3
Press SPM Kodak Approval SWOPcal
Paper Sappi Coated
Prepress sent from QuarkXPress 5.0
I
PATCHID 16cm
Blue Overprint
PATCHIDJ6my
Red Overprint
PATCHID_16cy
Green Overprint
PATCHID 14a
80%K tint
PATCHI0_14b
3-color neutral
9lobalposter_SWOP.nl
CMTI
TR4V03U EPS Q
H-|
GCRBAR3U EPS
PATCHID 15b
3-color neutral
PATCHID_15a
80%K tint
Figure 20: TF08 - Design Elements
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TF08: Design Elements (fig.20) Workflow: PS, PDF/X-la
Target Description HowAssessed Device Used
Poster Example This poster is used as a visual reference to detect A visual assessment will Eyes
globalposter.eps vector type and raster images and the reaction be made to determine if
between the PostScript and PDF/X workflow. there are any differences
between the PostScript
and PDF/X-1a workflow
proofs.
PATCHIDJ4 14a: 80% Black tint density (vertical bar) Measured with densitom Spectrodensitometer
Print RIT Gray Bar v0.3 14b: 3-color neutral - 75C/62M/60Y (vertical bar) eter using Status T and
Absolute density (includ
(X-Rite 500 Series)
PATCHIDJ5 15a: 80% Black tint density (horizontal bar)1
Print RIT Gray Bar v0.3 15b: 3-color neutral - 75C/62M/60Y (horizontal bar) ing
paper white). This will
be compared across the
Postscript and PDF/X-1a
workflow proofs.
PATCHIDJ6 16cm: 100%Cyan+100%Magenta = Blue Overprint Measured with densitom Spectrodensitometer
Print RIT Bar v0.3 16my: 100%Magenta+100%Yellow = Red Overprin eter and will determine (X-Rite 500 Series)
16cy: 100%Cyan+100%Yellow = Green Overprint the % Ink Trapping of
each overprint color by
using Preucil's (GATF) ink
trapping equation (more
info located inAppendix
A about the formula). This
will be compared across
the Postscript and PDF/X-
1 a workflow proofs.
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Testing between a PostScript and PDF/X-laworkflowmodel
To determine the level ofquality between both workflows, a compiled spreadsheet of
all the patches defined earlier for each test form (TF01 - TF08) will be assessed by the
measurements of these patches between the PostScript and PDF/X-la workflow. With the
exception ofTF01, this will also include measurements from the PDF/X-3 workflow. Here is
an example of the spreadsheet (Table 4) to show the measurements per each test form which
data is collected.
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TFOl: Characteristic Target (fig. JJ)
Postscript / PDF/X-la Workflow Comparison Postscript / PDF/X-3 Workflow Comparison ]
Phta/frWiCurw-Blaek Pbru/PrMj Curvf-Cyin Plue/Pres* Cuxvt-a&di Ptou/PrG-Ciri
Kt/t i Horkrlo - -Pasuattn f-rtllrj- H*/t.l HgrMpw - - - -PoKKTfil woridV
1
i
/
I" !: I;;
PlM*/PnmCiMv^-Uagent* nita/Pr*n Cunra-Yriow
0OVl-1ft HorWlow . - - FHlicnpl Wtrtftl*
Piate/Prej Cuvs-MagMa
Klf/X-] Workflow - - - -rmncutt wortulow
rVtt/TrtmCurvt-Y)llovi
t,
& / !: f: / !:
" "-" " u
KOHAru
.
HPMAfW
REIMS
TARGET
csMHma
Postscript PDF/X-la |
PATCHIDJ8.2 Absolute Density
la
lb
2a
2b
PATCHID 3 Ink Trapping
3cy
3my
3cm
TARGET Postscript | PDF/X-1a
PATCHID 4 Screen Angle Ver/ry for S1VOP
4c
105"
4m H^H
4y | 90"
4k E^H
PATCHID 5 Print Quality Scale (1-7)
5 1
PATCHID 6 Absolute Density
* Neutral Balance
for SWOP
6a 25/16/16
6b 50/39/39
6c
6d
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TF05: Overprint Target Images (fig. 1?)
TARGET Postscript j PDF/X-1a
PATCHID_7 PDF/XOverprint
7a
Is an "X" present? Is an "X" present?
7b
7c
7d
PATCHID_8 SID 50% tint D SID 50% tint D
8k
8c
8m
8y
TF06: Spot &Gradient Targets (fig. 18)
Postscript
PATCHIDJO-12
10b
L*a*b* values
PDF/X-1a
L*a*b* values
Ink Trapping
AE 2000
TF07: Illustration (fig. 1S
TARGET Postscript ! PDF/X-1a
PATCHIDJ3 SID
13c
13m
i3y
13k
TF08: Design Elements (fig.20)
TARGET Postscript j PDF/X-1a
PATCHIDJ4 & 15 Absolute Density
14a
14b
15a
15b
16cy
16my
16cm
Table 4: Test Form Comparison Spreadsheet
Standard Operating Procedures for PostScriptWorkflow
In a typical PostScript workflow, the images would be converted to the proper
profile. For this, all images were converted to the "US Web Coated (SWOP) profile that
is built-in to theAdobe software packages under the color settings (figure 21). No color
management is used in QuarkXPress 5.0.
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Color Settings
Settings:
'
DDAP_SWOP
3 Advanced Mode
"H-
RGB: ColorMatch RGB I-V-)
CMYK: U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2 W
Gray:
'
Gray Gamma 1.8 i4j
Spot: Dot Gain 2094 W{
ColorManagement Policies -
RGB: Preserve Embedded Profiles ji$3
CMYK: Preserve Embedded Profiles pp]
Cray: Preserve Embedded Profiles f^l
ProWe Mismatches: ^ Ask When Opening gj Astc When Pasting
Missing Profiles: g As*When Opening
Conversion Options
Engine: Adobe (ACE) jg
Intent: Relative Colcrimetrk I_B
[~j Use Black Pcnn. Comp-ensation Q Use Otner [8-brt/channel images)
Advanced Lontrois -
'
Desaturate Monitor Cokirs By:
Blend RG6 Colors Using Gamma:
________
f |H
|l___ 1
Description
DDAP_SW0P: This co-tor settings file was made in regards to the DDAP PPD
settings to convert a PDF to SWOP (relative colorimetnc)
( Cancel }
( Load... ")
t Save... ^
0 Previe
Figure 21: Photoshop 7 - Color Settings
After the images are converted to the profile, they are either updated or replaced into the
page layout document in QuarkXPress. Printer styles are made from QuarkXPress 5.0 to
ensure repeatable settings. Here is a complete description of the settings used (fig 22 - 26).
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QuarkXPress 5.0 Print Style Settings
Print Style: | KodakApproval SWOP
Copies: |l 'H Pages:
ID
]_3
DoeiimtntT Sttup ) OutpJn Options 1 Bleed TTrivh^TwT]
0Separations D Spreads rj Collate
? Print Blank Plates Q Thumbnails DBackto front
Page Sequence: f/ui ~5~|
Registration: | Centered 7] Offset |6 pt
Tiling:
foS"
Ij Overlap: U Absolute Overlap
Page Setup- | | Printer, | | Capture Settings | | Cancel | f~Print }]
Figure 22: QuarkXPress 5 - KodakApproval SWOP Print Style (Document Tab)
1 Prints
Print Style: | KodakApproval SWOP
Copies: f] ""j Pages: [ah
u
Document ) Setup | Output 1 Options ] Bleed ] Preview | OPI ]
Printer Description: | Approval PS Kodak SWOP $|
Paper Size: ( TabloldWideExtra $|
PaperWidth: |l8" i Paper Offset: [ 1
Paper Height: |l2" |Qjj Page Gap: | j
Reduce orEnlarge: |l00% | Q Fit in PrintArea
Page Positioning: | Center i * j Orientation: rjiajj ^
Page SetupT"} | Printer- | | Capture Settings j | Cancel j ft Print |
Figure 23: QuarkXPress 5 - KodakApproval SWOP Print Style (Setup Tab)
Print Style: | KodakApproval SWOP
Copies: 1 1 j Pages: jAll S3
DocumenO Setup TOutput fbptions ] Bleed ] Preview ] OPI
Plates:
Halftoning
Convertto Process tj Resolution: [ 1800 ] (dpi)
yj Frequency: 1 133Conventional JCIPO
Print -|PUte jHi Iftone f | Frequency * | Ang. le
V Process Cyan
V Process MagenU
/ Process Yellov
/ Process Black
133
133
133
133
90
75
Default
Default
Default
Default
Page SetupT] [ Printer- | | Capture Settings | [ Cancel \ [| Print |]
Figure 24: QuarkXPress 5 - KodakApproval SWOP Print Style (Output Tab)
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Print Style: ] KodakApproval SWOP ED
Copies: |l | Pages: [/
Document ] 5*tup T Output f Options] Blwi If Prvl*v T OPI )
0 Quark PostScript Error Handler
Paje Flip: | None | D Negative Print
Pictures
D rull Res ofRotated Objects
D Overprint EPS Black
0 Full Resolution TIFF Output
Output: | Normal id
Data:
OPI:
| Binary *i
j Include Images :*!
Page SetupT] | Printer- ~~| | | Capture Settings j [ Cancel | [| Print |j
Figure 25: QuarkXPress 5 - KodakApproval SWOP Print Style (Options Tab)
Print Style: KodakApproval SWOP
Copies: |l j Pages: ]All
Document ] Setup [ Output T Options T Bleed J Preview J OPI 1
Imageable Area Separations: 4
V:18"
Tiles: 1
H:
12"
Scale: 100*
_ . -- Paper Offset: n/eDocument Size r A
v.1?- Page Cap: n/a Tf
uij" Rotation: 0 E
Registration: Centered
Bleed: Symmetric A|ign. UtAfir
Amount:
0"
Negative: No
Reading: Right
-*-
If R j
i
-O-
Flip: None M
| Page Setup- j | Printer- | I | Capture Settings j | Cancel ] iTprint^j
Figure 26: QuarkXPress 5 - KodakApproval SWOP Print Style (Preview Tab)
Comparing PostScript Workflow to Calibrated (SWOP) Curves
After the first test form (TF01 - Characteristic Target) was output, the CMYK steps
were measured again to see if they maintain consistency from the time of calibration.
The results are displayed in the graph belowwith two curves. The black dotted line is
associated with the calibratedApproval proof and the thinner, solid line displays the
outcome of the recent PostScript workflow from QuarkXPress (figure 27). Observing the
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graphs, the CMYK density steps are clearly aligned between the calibratedApproval proof
and the PostScript workflow.
Plate/Press Curve-Black
Kodak Approval PS workflow
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
%Dot Area
Plate/Press Curve-Cyan
Kodak Approval PS workflow
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
a i.o
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0 i i i i i i i i
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
% Dot Area
Plate/Press Curve-Magenta
- Kodak Approval PS workflow
Plate/Press Curve-Yellow
Kodak Approval PS workflow
2.0
18
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
on i i i i i ii i i
10 20 30 40 SO 60 70
% Dot Area
Figure 27: Comparison of characteristic curves between the calibratedApproval proof and the QuarkXPress
PostScriptworkflow
The other test forms (TF02-08) were output within the same batch and are used for visual
and measurable comparisons between the PostScript and PDF/Xworkflow.
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Standard Operating Procedures for PDF/X-laWorkflow
This nextworkflow uses similar steps as the previous PostScript workflow but some
additional steps towards making a compliant PDF/X-la file for submission to the Kodak
Approval PS Digital Color Proofer. The test forms are output to the KodakApproval under
the same calibration settings. In preparing the same test forms for output, no color
management is necessary in any application until the final PostScript file is converted into a
PDF file. All of the test targets and images are in CMYK mode with no embedded profiles.
The Outputlntent is set to "US Web Coated (SWOP) (figure 38) when making the final
PDF/X-la file.
QuarkXPress 5-0 Print Style Settings
The images are placed into the page layout document in QuarkXPress. Printer styles are
made from QuarkXPress 5.0 to ensure repeatable settings. A composite CMYK PostScript is
made in preparation of running it throughAcrobat Distiller 6.0. Here is a complete
description of the settings used in QuarkXPress (fig28 - 32).
Print Style: | Adobe_PScript
Copies: |l 1 Pages: 1 All ll
Document \ Setup T Output T Option } Bleed \ Preview ] OPI 1
? Separations
D Print Blank Pages
? Spreads
? Thumbnails
G Collate
D Back to Pront
[J Absolute Overlap
Page Sequence: | All 3
Registration: | Centered i j Offset |6 pt
Tiling: [Off 1 1 Overlap: |
Page Setupl~| [ Printer- | j | Capture Settings j | Cancel | ft Print ||
Figure 28: QuarkXPress 5 - Adobe PostScript Print Style (Document Tab)
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Print Style: | Adobe_PScript
Copies: I] J I Pages: [am ja
Document } Setup | Output I Options | Bleed ] Preview ] OPI ]
PrinterDescription:
Paper Size:
PaperWidth:
Paper Height
Reduce orEnlarge:
Page Positioning:
| AcrobatDistiller $|
[ Custom !*l
|.r 1 Paper Offset |o" |
( 12 J[*J Page Gap: |o" |
|ioo% J D Fit In PrintArea
| Center
-i-J
e"tat>": [| t3)
[ Page SetujTT"| | Printer- | j | Capture Settings | [ Cancel | [| Print ||
Figure 29: QuarkXPress 5 - Adobe PostScript Print Style (Setup Tab)
Print Style: Adobe.PScript
Copies: 1 1 J Pages: All
Document ] Setup 7 Output T Options J Bleed fpreview | OPI 1
Print Colors: | Composite CMYK
Halftoning: I Conventional
~~| Resolution: | 2400 "j (dpi)
I Frequency: 1 133 * opd
3EPrint Plate [Halftone [Frequency --j Angle
/ Process Cyan
/ Process Magenta
S Process Ye I low
V Process Black
133
133
Default
Default
Dpfault
Default
| Page Setup- | | Printer., j I | Capture Settings | | Cancel j [[ Print j
Figure 30: QuarkXPress 5 -Adobe PostScript Print Style (Output Tab)
1> r
- |
1rintstyle: | Adobe PScript *l
Zoples: [fjS 1 Pages: 1 All zm
Document ] Setup j Output J Options T Bleed [ Preview f OPI 1
0Quark PostScriptError Handler
Page Flip: | None *j ? Negative Print
1 Output | Normal i\ O Full Res or Rotated Objects j
Data: [ Binary *] D Overprint EPS Black
OPI: | Include Images :;| 0 Full Resolution TIFF Output j
. 1
1 Page Setup- | I Printer- | 1 | Capture Settings | | Cancel j (| Print J
Figure 31: QuarkXPress 5 -Adobe PostScript Print Style (Options Tab)
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Print Style: [ Adobe.PScrlpt
Copies: |l | Pages: |All J53
53
Document ] Setup ] Output 1 Options ] Bleed ] Preview | OPI ]
Imageable Area Composite: CMYK
V:18"
Tiles: 1
H:t2"
Scale: 100%
Document Size Paper Offset:
0"
V:17" Page Bap: 0" -f
H: 1 1" Rotation: 0 j*
-, _ Registration: CenteredBleed: Symmetric ... _ .
, .
Align: Center
Amount: U _. ..
Negative : No
Reading: Right
4 R .
*:._
o a
Page Setup7~| | Printer- | | | Capture Settings | | Cancel | [| Print j
Figure 32: QuarkXPress 5 - Adobe PostScript Print Style (PreviewTab)
AcrobatDistiller 6.0 PDF/X-la Settings
After the PostScript files have been made according to the procedures above, the files
must then be converted to compliant PDF/X-la files using Adobe Acrobat Distiller 6.0.
Here is a complete description of the settings used in Acrobat Distiller 6.0 (fig33 38).
Adobe PDF Settings: PDFXla(l)
'
f Central \ Images | Tom; [ Color [ Advanced j PDF/X |
Description _
Report on PDF/X-la compliance (ISO 1 5930-1:200110) and produce a PDF
file only if compliant.
File Options
Compatibility: Acrobat 4.0 (PDF 1.3) ']
Level Compression: Off m
Auto-Rotate Pages: Off m
Binding: Left m
Resolution. 1800 dots per inch
All Pages
C Pages From: To,
Q Embed Thumbnails
n Optimize For Fast Web View
_ Default Page Size
Units: Inches P8
Width: 18.0000 Height: 12.0000
F~
Help J
'
Save As IT) ( Cancel s
Figure 33: Acrobat Distiller 6 - Adobe PDF/X-la Settings (General Tab)
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Adobe PDF Settings. PDFXla(l)
I General } Images } Fonts [ Color ) Advanced | PDF/X j
Color Images
Sampling: Bicubic Downsampling to i-T") 300
for Images above: 450
pixels per inch
pixels per inch
i
Compression
Image Quality:
Automatic (JPEC)
Maximum r*j
m
Grayscale Images , , ____.
Sampling. Bicubic Downsampling to Spa 300
for images above ISO
Compression. Automatic (JPEG) ^JJ
Image Quality: Maximum *-$]
pixels per inch
pixels per inch
pixels per inch j
pixels per inch
Sampling: Bicubic Downsairipllng. to '$]
for images above:
1200
1800
Compression: COTT Croup 4 -$)
Anti-Alias to gray: Off ; * J
Help Save As...
*
F Cancel
Figure 34: Acrobat Distiller 6 -Adobe PDF/X-la Settings (Images Tab)
Adobe PDF Settings: PDFXla(l)
General | Images [ Fonts \ Color | Advanced | PDF/X
0 Embed All Fonts
0 Subset Embedded Fonts When Percent .
OfCharacters Used Is Less Than: 100 %
When embedding fails: Cancel job
_ Embedding _
Macintosh HD:Users:ndoyN'
Tone Source
ACaslon-ftaitc
ACaslon-Ornamemi
ACaslon-Regular
ACaslon-RegularSC
ACaslon-Semibold
AGaramond-Bold
ACaramond-BoldltaJlc
AGaramond-italic
AGaramond-Reflular
AGararnond-Semibold
AGaramond-Semiboldltalii
AGaramond-Titling
ACaraniondAlt-ltallc
AGaramondAli-Regular
ACaramondExp-Bold
ijririmnrrir.n.BnMllil"-
Altvays Embed Font
Help
Never Embed Fort
( Add Name..
Save As
Figure 35: Acrobat Distiller 6 - Adobe PDF/X-la Settings (Fonts Tab)
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Adobe PDF Settings: PDFXla(l)
General f Images j Fonts } ColorM Advanced [ PDF/X j
Adobe Color Settings
Settings File:
'
None p*l
Color Management Policies
Leave Color Unchanged m
Rendering Intent. Default M
Working Spaces
Cray: \onc ; ''
RGB: \on? ;:
CMYK: sine
..
....^
Device-Dependent Data
G Preserve Under Color Removal and Black Ceneratlon
When transfer functions are found: Apply
_J Preserve Halftone Information
H
Help f Save As... N f Cancel ^ ( OK -^
Figure 36: Acrobat Distiller 6 - Adobe PDF/X-la Settings (Color Tab)
Adobe PDF Settings. PDFXla(l)
General | Images [ Fonts {Color I Advanced\ PDF/X
i
0Allow PostScript file to override Adobe PDF Settings |
\2Allow PostScript XObjects
0Convert gradients to smooth shades
^Create Job Definition Format UDF) file
^Preserve Level 2 copypage semantics
gj Preserve Overprint Settings
! Overprinting default is nonzero overprinting
0 Save Adobe PDF Settings inside PDF file
0 Save original JPEC images in PDF if possible
Wj Save Portable job Ticket Inside PDF file
^JUse Prologue.ps and Epilogue.ps
2! Process DSC comments
G Log DSC warnings
l2 Preserve EPS Information from DSC
? Preserve OPI comments
2| Preserve document Information from DSC
W! Resize page and center artwork for EPS files
|
Help ) ' Save As N ( Cancel ; f- - OK ^
Figure 37: Acrobat Distiller 6 -Adobe PDF/X-la Settings (Advanced Tab)
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Adobe PDF Settings: PDFXla(l)
General | Images I Fonts [Color I Advanced { PDF/X
PDF/X Reporting and Compliance Enforcement
@ PDF/X-la ? PDF/X-3
When not compliant: Cancel job
If Neither Tr!m?o& norArtBox are Specified
C report as error
Set TrimBox to MediaBox with offsets (Inches):
Left: 0 Right 0 Top: 0 Bottom: 0
If BleedBox is Not Specified ...
Set BleedBox To MediaBox
0 Set BleedBox To TrimBox with offsets (Inches):
Left: 0 Right: 0 Top- 0 Bottom: 0
Outputlntent Profile Name:
OutputCond Irion:
RegistryName(URL):
Trapped:
U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2 Wj(7]i
'(ill
hnp://www.color.orgH US
Insert False MlTli
Help )
'
Save As.. ) ( Cancel ) f OK
Figure 38: Acrobat Distiller 6 - Adobe PDF/X-la Settings (PDF/X Tab)
After these PDF files are produced, they are output to the KodakApproval.
Measurements must be made from these test forms and recorded in the spreadsheet
(Table 4) alongwith a comparison of characteristic curves between the PostScript and
PDF/X-la workflow.
Standard Operating Procedures for PDF/X-3Workflow
This standard is becoming more prominent in the premedia sector as industry moves
towards late-binding color management workflows using RGB vector and raster art from
multiple applications for press-ready file preparation. The PDF/X-3 standard is valuable
because it allows for more flexibility in choosing a medium for
"repurposing"
a PDF file.
With this standard file format, the hypothesis will be tested on whether a premedia workflow
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can take the same amount of time and space for premedia systems throughput ofpress-ready
files.
This nextworkflow uses similar steps as the previous PDF/X-la workflow but with less
steps when making a compliant PDF/X-3 file for submission to the Kodak Approval PS
Digital Color Proofer. Only two test forms (TF01 & TF02) will be used in this procedure.
The first test form (TF01 - Characterization Target) will be used to measure the gradient
steps against the PostScript and PDF/X-la to ensure it maintains process alignment for
quality purposes. The test forms are output to the KodakApproval under the same
calibration settings. In preparing the same test forms for output, no color management is
necessary in any application until the final PDF file is made. The Outputlntent is set to
"None" (figure 55) when making the final PDF/X-3 file because no conversion is necessary.
Unfortunately, PDF/X-3 will not allow CMYK images to be processed; therefore,
only ICC based RGB images or LAB color space can be used for this procedure. The second
test form (TF02 - GATF Test Images) will be used to measure the amount of space and RIP
time it takes to process a file. This test form originally used CMYK gradient steps that will
have to undergo a process conversion to LAB color space in order to use this same defined
characterization target to measure for comparison.
Converting CMYKsteps to LAB color space
First, the test form (TF01) is opened up in QuarkXPress and saved as an EPS file (figure
39). Then the EPS file is opened in Photoshop as a generic EPS file in CMYK mode (figure
40). Using the eyedropper tool in Photoshop with the sample size set to 3 x 3 average,
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Save Page as EPS
I Qt raw Images ! S | cdMacintosh HD
Cj GUT.colormatchRGBtestimages
CJ GATF.LAB test Images
J N5AJIF
@ PDI Target_cmRGR.tif
f^jPDl target.LAB-tit
A
[
r
Eject j
Desktop |
NewQ |
Save page as: c Cancel |
| CVMKsteps.eps r Save j]
Saw Page as EPS | Bleed J OPI ]
Page: [l j rormat | Color L*J
Scale: 1 100% | Space: I
Preview: |
D Spread Data: |
CMYK 1*1
TIFF *l
Binary *l
Figure 39: QuarkXPress 5 - Save Page as EPS
Rasterize Generic EPS Format
Image Size: 16. 1M
Width: 1 17 inches 1'}8)
Height: [ll inches !}]
Resolution: Jl5d pixels/inch Bit]
Mode: CMYK ColorB
' Cancel \
(v^Anti-aliased Wj Constrain Proportions
Figure 40: Photoshop 7 - Rasterize Generic EPS
verify that all the CMYK gradient steps retained their clean CMYK values for each step.
All steps should verify precisely to each 5% interval for cyan, magenta, yellow, and black
respectively. Next, convert the rasterized EPS file from CMYK to LAB color mode in
Photoshop (figure 41). Save the image out as an Photoshop EPS and choose Binary
t HKJa Uyer Seleci F I .v < View Windovi
Grayscale
Duorone
RGB Color
? CMYK Color
Adjustments ?
Duplicate...
Apply Image...
Calculations...
Image Size...
Canvas Size. .
Rotate Canvas ?
Trim...
Histogram..
Trap...
Multichannel
? 8 Bits/Channel
16 Bits/Channel
Assign Profile...
Convert to Profile..
Figure 41: Photoshop 7 - Convert to LAB color space
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as the Encoding (figure 42 & 43).
Save As
Save As: CMYKsteps.eps B
! < ? ; ! = iOB j t... raw images rp
< Network P converted. ..OPImages i- CMYKswps *:os
* osx M GATF_col...est images (
\'OS9
'
"*. TF3_2PnrX USWOP Pdi Li GATF.LAB test images '
Q myStoreHD i - Tri.jFDr* laswop.ns NSA TIF
; S| 1Tl_2PDFX-iaSWOP.qxd s PQi Target cmRGB t f
32) Desktop Q TF1.2PDr<-3.qx(l ! PDI Target LA3 v:t
* ndoyle "? TF1.2PDFX-3.qxi!.pdl V Ripli lul eps
A Applicadons ' TTl_2PDFX-3.qxd.ps
v Documents *S I'F1.2SWOP.indd
J|g Movies
: 3 m_2iW0P.qxd
'> Music _ rF2PDFX-3.<d log
n Pictures
V Favorites
Format:
'
Photoshop EPS ID
Color:
? As a Copy _ Annotations
L Alpha Channels __ Spot Colors
_ Layers
? Use Proof Setup: Working CMYK
Q Embed Color Profile: U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) .
( New Folder i t Cancel j ( -Save }
Figure 42: Photoshop 7 - Save as Photoshop EPS
EPS Options
Preview: TIFF (8 bits/pixel)
Encoding: Binary
? Include Halftone Screen
!_' Include Transfer Function
Q PostScript Color Management
Include Vector Data
? Image Interpolation
hr j
Ng ( Cancel )
Figure 43: Photoshop 7 -EPS Options
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In this workflow, the images used in test form (TF02) would stay in RGB mode.
For this, all images were assigned to the "ColorMatch RGB" profile that is built-in to the
Adobe software packages under the color settings (figure 44). No color management is used
in QuarkXPress 5.0.
Missing Profile
The RGB document "fig.48_Fonts.tir does not have an embedded color profile.
How do you want to proceed?
(J Leave as is (don't color manage)
Assign working RGB: ColorMatch RGB
G Assign profile: Adobe RGB (1998)
__
and then convert document to working KGC
' Cancel f- OK
Assign Profile
Assign Profile:
C Don't Color Manage This Document
Working RGB: ColorMatch RGB
0 Profile: AdobeRGE' U99oT >.
' Cancel \
0 Preview
Figure 44: Photoshop 7 - Assign ColorMatch RGB
QuarkXPress 5-0 Print Style Settings
The test forms (TF01 & TF02) are set up in QuarkXPress. Printer styles are made from
QuarkXPress 5.0 to ensure repeatable settings. A composite RGB PostScript is made in
preparation of running it throughAcrobat Distiller 6.0. Here is a complete description of the
settings used in QuarkXPress (fig 45 - 49).
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Print Style: [ RGB.PScript
Copies: |l | Pages: [a
13
JLU
Document I Setup 1 Output I Option. ) Bleed | Prevlev I OPI ]
? Separations Q Spreads
Q Print Blank Pages Q Thumbnails
D Collate
Q Back to Front
Page Sequence: | All *|
Registration: | Centered j * J Offset: 1 6 pt
Tiling: | off * | overlap: 1 1 QAbsolute Overlap
PageSetupI~| | Printer- | | Capture Settings | ( Cancel | [[ Print [|
Figure 45: QuarkXPress 5 - Adobe PostScript Print Style (Document Tab)
Print Style: | RGB.PScript
Copies: 1 1 [ Pages: |All
3
Document | Setup | Output | Options j Bleed Prevlev I OPI ]
PrinterDescription: ( Acrobat Distiller |1
Paper Size: [custom 1*1
PaperWidth: | IB" | PaperOffset |o" |
Paper Height 12" ~~j\T} Page Gap: |o" |
Reduce orEnlarge: |lu()% 1 D Fit in PrintArea
Page Positioning: [ Center
_^J
Orientation: g |a
Page SetupZ~| | Printer, | | Capture Settings j | Cancel j [| Print 1
Figure 46: QuarkXPress 5 Adobe PostScript Print Style (Setup Tab)
Print Style: RGB.PScript
Copies: f 1 | Pages: |AII m'
Document [ Setup | Output | Optwrc; J Bleed ( Prevlev , OPI )
Print Colors: | Composite RGB
Halftoning: [ Conventional
j * j Resolution: | 2400
: $ 1 Frequency: j 133
i * | (dpi)
ll*)(lpi)
Print |Plate |Helftone |Frequency ?lAngle * | Function *
V Process Cyan
/ Prooess Magenta
/ Process Yellow
/ Process Black
133 105
133 75
133 90"
133 43"
Default
Default
Default
Default
Page SetupT] [ Printer- | j | Capture Settings ] [ Cancel j [| Print j
Figure 47: QuarkXPress 5 - Adobe PostScript Print Style (Output Tab)
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Print Style: |
Copies: |l | Pages:
Document ] Setup | Output \ Options} Bleed 1 Prevkv | OPI )
0Quark PostScriptError Handler
Page Flip: [None ^| Q Negative Print
0 Full ftes orRotated Objects
D Overprint EPS Black
0 Full Resolution TIFF Output
Output: | Normal *!
Data: | Binary fj
OPI: \ Include Images *|
Page SetupTT] | Printer- j [ Capture Settings | | Cancel | [| Print 8
Figure 48: QuarkXPress 5 -Adobe PostScript Print Style (Options Tab)
Print Style: RGB.PScript
Copies: |l jj Pages: |All
Document ] Setup | Output J Options [ Bleed [Preview I OPI ]
Imageable Area Composite: RGB
V:18"
Tiles: 1
H: 1
2"
Scale: 100S
. _. Paper Offset:
0"
Document Size r Jk
V:17" Page Gap: 0 f
H 1 1
" Rotation : 0 S
Registration: Centered
Bleed: Symmetric A|jgn. r^,.
Amount:
0"
Negative: No
Reading: Right
T
[
R J
-+ i
Flip: None
0 0
Page Setup.!"] | Printer- | I | Capture Settings ) | Cancel j fl Print |
Figure 49: QuarkXPress 5 - Adobe PostScript Print Style (Preview Tab)
AcrobatDistiller 6.0 PDF/X-3 Settings
After the PostScript files have been made according to the procedures above, the files
must then be converted to compliant PDF/X-3 files using Adobe Acrobat Distiller 6.0.
Here is a complete description of the settings used in Acrobat Distiller 6.0 (fig 50 -55).
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Figure 50: Acrobat Distiller 6 - Adobe PDF/X-3 Settings (General Tab)
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Figure 51: Acrobat Distiller 6 -Adobe PDF/X-3 Settings (Images Tab)
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Figure 52: Acrobat Distiller 6 -Adobe PDF/X-3 Settings (Fonts Tab)
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Figure 53: Acrobat Distiller 6 -Adobe PDF/X-3 Settings (Color Tab)
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Figure 54: Acrobat Distiller 6 - Adobe PDF/X-3 Settings (Advanced Tab)
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Figure 55: Acrobat Distiller 6 - Adobe PDF/X-3 Settings (PDF/X Tab)
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After these PDF files are produced, they are output to the KodakApproval.
Measurements must be made from the test form (TF01) and recorded in the spreadsheet
alongwith a comparison of characteristic curves between the PostScript and PDF/X-la and
PDF/X-3 workflow.
Qualitative Results ofWorkflows (PostScript, PDF/X-la, PDF/X-3)
For the first halfofour hypothesis we will need to determine whether the PDF/X-la
workflow has a comparable level of functionality versus the conventional PostScript
workflow. Using the TF01 -Characterization Target test form, data will be collected from a
densitometer to plot out the dot area versus density values for each color channel (CMYK).
When theworkflows are complete, they will be compared by their characteristic curves
between each workflow model, PostScript, PDF/X-la, and PDF/X-3. Since SWOP is being
used as a benchmark, we know that our digital color proofing system is alignmentwith this
known standard. From the other test forms (TF03 - 08), the individual patches that have
been specified could be measured and recorded into the spreadsheet thatwill give a side-by-
side comparison ofhow effective the PDF/X-laworkflow is compared to the PostScript
workflow.
Quantitative Results ofPDF/X-3 versus PostScriptworkflow
For the second halfofour hypothesis we will need to determine whether the PDF/X-3
workflow is comparable or better for time efficiency versus the conventional PostScript
workflow. Using the TF02-GATF Test Images test form and measuring everything involved
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with both processes, PostScript and PDF/X-3 workflow. These will be compared by time for
production time, raster image processing time, and hard drive storage requirements.
Here is the defined way to evaluate both workflows:
Time Considerations
Production Time: measuring the amount of time it takes to produce press-ready PostScript
file versus a PDF/X-3 file.
RIP Transmission Time: measuring the amount of time for the transmission of the
PostScript file versus the PDF/X-3 file to the RIP and then the time to process and print the
file to completion using the KodakApproval Digital Color Proofer.
Hard Drive Storage Requirements
File Size: measuring the file size between the press-ready PostScript file versus the PDF/X-3
file.
Production HardDrive Space Usage: measuring the amount ofhard drive space used to
produce the PostScript file versus the PDF/X-3 file. A comparison must be made of the final
PDF/X-3 file size versus the whole set of images and layout document for the conventional
PostScript workflow.
By developing the standard operating procedures for the conventional PostScript
workflow and PDF/Xworkflow, this will serve as a guide to follow in order to measure the
amount ofproduction time. The raster image processing time will be measured by
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calculating the amount of time it takes to transmit both the conventional PostScript
workflow and the PDF/X-3 workflow to the Harlequin RIP at the DECAlphaNT
Workstation for the Kodak Approval. Finally, the native application files to create the
PostScript workflow and the PDF/X-3 file will be measured to compare the amount of space
necessary for both file sets.
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Chapter 6
Results
Many factors are figured in determining the efficiency and productivity ofa PDF/X
workflow compared to the conventional PostScript workflow. By using objective testing to
compare these workflows, different areas ofprocess control were measured qualitatively, in
order to compare the accuracy ofa PDF/X premediaworkflow versus the commercially
established PostScriptworkflow. Objective testing included measuring and comparing the
test forms built for different process control variables such as: tone reproduction curves, gray
balance, ink trapping, screen angles, print quality, neutral balance for all quarter-tones,
overprints, solid ink density, spot-to-process color matching, radial and linear gradations as
well as visually perceptive attributes within the output. The other half required measuring
the quantitative results within the time and space considerations taken to implement the
PDF/Xworkflow versus the conventional PostScriptworkflow. This includes measuring the
production time and RIP transmission time, followed by measuring hard drive storage
requirements taken between each workflow.
Qualitative Results
TF01 - Characterization Target (refer to Figure 13)
This test form is measured from the CMYK steps of 5 to 100% and then the tone
reproduction curve is plotted from the percent dot area versus dot gain of each process color
between the conventional postscript, PDF/X-la and PDF/X-3 workflow.
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Figure 56: TF01: Characterization Target - Results ofPostscript, PDF/X-la andX-3 workflows
The graphs above show accurate alignment between the PostScript workflow, PDF/X-la,
and PDF-X-3 (except for the black channel). The PDF/X-la and PostScript workflow are
the most consistent, while the PDF/X-3 workflow is accurate in the CMY regions but
relatively lower density on the black ramp after the 50% percent dot area. As determined
from these graphs, the PDF/X workflow proves to be a repeatable process in the areas of
tonal reproduction as the conventional PostScript workflow.
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TF02 - GATF Test Images (refer to Figure 14)
Although this test form has no measurable targets, a visual assessment is made from the
test images to determine uniformity or differences in appearance. This target shows images
associated with memory colors. These will be compared between the conventional
PostScript, PDF/X-la and PDF/X-3 workflows.
Observed under standard 5000Kelvin light sources, three differentworkflows were
compared alongside each other: PostScript, PDF/X-la, and PDF/X-3. The results were
positively correlated for all three printouts. All colors within the blue sky, green grass, fruit,
neutrals, and skin tones were close enough that no discrepancies could be detected between
the workflows.
TF03 Pictorial Reference Images (refer to Figure 15)
This test form is composed ofgray balance patches of 80% black (PatchID_l), 3-color
neutral patches of75% Cyan, 62% Magenta, and 60% Yellow (PatchID_2), and overprint
patches (PatchID_3). The two ISO 12640 images are used to make visual assessments of
neutral backgrounds, different skin colors, and shiny, metallic objects.
First, measuring the gray patches on the vertical (PatchID_l) and horizontal (PatchID_2)
gray bars, there are two different patches labeled
"A"
and "B". The patch labeled "A" is the
80% black patch and will only be measuring and comparing the black density (V) of this
patch. The patch labeled
"B" is the three-color neutral composed of75% Cyan, 62%
Magenta, and 60% Yellow and will be measuring and comparing all four densities (VCMY).
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Next, the two-color overprint patches (PatchID_3) are measured with a densitometer and
then the ink trapping percentage is determined using Preucil's (GATF) Ink Trapping
formula, which is located inAppendixA. These percentages are recorded in the spreadsheet
below. After measuring these patches with a densitometer using Status T and absolute
density settings, these were plotted in a spreadsheet to compare the numbers between the
PostScript and PDF/Xworkflow.
TF03: Pictorial Reference Images (fig. 15)
TARGET Postscript | PDF/X-1a |
PATCHIDJ&2 Absolute Density
la 1.18v 1.17v
lb .97v / .92c / .94m / .98y .98v / ,92c / .96m / .99y
2a 1.17v 1.15v
2b .96v / .91c / .93m / .98y ,95v / ,88c / .93m / .97y
PATCHIDJ3 Ink Trapping
3cy 9256 92%
3my 102% 102%
3cm 83% 82%
Table 5: TF03: Pictorial Reference Images - Results ofPostscript and PDF/X-la workflows
The chart above defines the density values of 80% black-tints and 3-color neutrals, as
well as the ink trapping percentage values of the overprint color patches (RGB). The density
values were precise within a .03 tolerance and the ink trapping percentages were within a
1% range between the PostScript and PDF/X-la workflow.
TF04 - Synthetic Targets (refer to Figure 16)
This test form is used to verify screen angles, print quality, and neutral balance for
SWOP. The RIT Screen Pattern Analyzer target (PatchID_4) is used to analyze the screen
angles and line screen ofany output device. For the specifications ofSWOP, the screen angle
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is defined as: Cyan = 105, Magenta = 45, Yellow = 90, and Black = 75 with 133 lpi.
This will be the aim point for the workflows Next, the RIT Gutenburg Print Quality Test
Target (PatchID_5) is used to make a visual assessment on overall print quality and detail.
The next target is the RIT Neutral Balance Target for SWOP (PatchlDjS), which
determines the neutrality of three-color components in the quarter-tone, midtone, three-
quarter tone, and black tints.
TF04: Synthet ic Targets (figJ6)
TARGET Postscript 1 PDF/X-1a
PATCHID 4
105
Screen Angle
105
* Verify for SWOP
4c 105
90 |
4m 45 45-
4y
90 90
4k 75 75
PATCHID_5 Print Quality Scale (1-7)
5 4 | 4
PATCHID 6 Absolute Density
Neutral Balance
for SWOP
6a .37v / .36c / ,35m / .36y .37v / .36c / .36m / ,36y 25/16/16
6b .62v / .58c / ,60m / .61y .63v/ ,59c / .61m / .61y 50/39/39
6c .97v / .91c / ,95m / 1.01y ,98v / .92c / .96m / 1.02y ^^_^^^^^H
6d 1.37v / 1.33c / 1.32m / 1.42y 1.38V / 1.35c / 1.34m / 1.43y ^wjJUiEI^M
Table 6: TF04: Synthetic Targets - Results ofPostscript and PDF/X-la workflows
All three targets compared accurately between the PDF/X-la and PostScript workflows.
The targets for screen angles and print qualitywere precise, while the neutral balance target
was accurate by .02 between their respected density readings.
TF05 - Overprint Target Images (refer to Figure 17)
This test form is composed of four targets: Transparency Overprint, Global Graphics
PDF/X Overprint Target (PatchlDJT), SWOP Digital Proofing Bar (PatchID_8), and
Overprint/Knockout targets. The transparency overprint target has six sets of color
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combinations using RGB and/or CMYK. One patch is at 100% and adjacent to it is a patch
overlaying it at 50% transparency. This target is primarily used as a visual reference to see
how the colors between the overprints match up between the workflows. This next patch
(PatchlDJT), developed by Global Graphics Software, is used to detect a valid PDF/X file.
This will check overprint and trapping qualities with DeviceCMYK, DeviceN and
DeviceGray devices for PDF/X compliancy. From this target, a visual assessmentwill be
made by detectingwhether an
"X"
appears within each of the boxes. Ifan "X" appears then
the file is not compliant to the overprint standards ofPDF/X. Ifno "X" appears, then the file
is a compliant PDF/X file. Next, the test target bar labeled, SWOP Digital Proofing Bar
(PatchID_8), contains CMYK and RGB overprint colors in 25, 50, 75 and 100% dot area
patches. Only the CMYK patches of 50% dot area and solid ink density (SID) areawill be
measured to determine the process control tolerance for these workflows. The last target on
this test form is a series ofboxes using different color schemes ofoverlapping black, white or
50% transparent text. A visual assessmentwill be made to determine any differences between
the PostScript and PDF/X-la workflow.
"TJF05: Overprint Target Images (fig.17) , . |
TARGET Postscript I PDF/X-la
PATCHIDJ PDF/X Overprint
7a NO
Is an "X" present?
NO
Is an "X" present?
7b NO NO
7c NO NO
7d NO NO
PATCHID_8 SID 50% tint D SID 50% tint D
8k 1.67v ,63v 1.67v .63v
8c 1.34c .56c 1.36c .56c
8m 1.44m .57m 1.45m .57m
8y 1.00y .50y 1.00y .50y
Table 7: TF05: Overprint Target Images - Results ofPostscript and PDF/X-laworkflows
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Observing the six transparency targets between the conventional PostScript and
PDF/X-la workflow, they all appear to have the same color consistency between them.
The next target labeled, "PDF/X Overprint" (PatchlDJT), shows no "X's" appearing in the-_ ^
four boxes (ABCD) between both workflows, therefore, this shows that both workflows are
compliant and consistent. Next, the target labeled, SWOP Digital Proofing Bar
(PatchID_8), was measured on the 50% dot area and solid ink densities targets for CMYK.
From the conventional PostScript and PDF/X-la workflow, these targets were accurate by
.02 between their respected density readings. The last target is a series of boxes using
different color schemes ofoverlapping black, white or 50% transparent text. From a visual
assessment, it is determined that these are reproduced with the same characteristics and
qualities between both workflows.
TF06 - Spot & Gradient Targets (refer to Figure 18)
This test form is used to verify how consistent the color conversion process holds for spot
colors and spot-to-process equivalent colors using both workflows under a SWOP-
characterized workflow. There are three sets of spot color and spot-to-process colors used in
this test form. First, there is a series ofpatches for Pantone 123, 293, 485 (PatchID_10a,
11a, 12a) with corresponding patches labeled respectively of the process equivalent colors
(PatchID_lOb, lib, 12b) next to these patches. These patches will be measured by their
spectral values under D50 illuminant settings and 2 observer under the spectrophotometer
settings. Then these are assessed through the AE2000 formula developed by Roy Berns,
located in Appendix A. This formula will plug in the LAB coordinates of each patch between
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the conventional PostScript and PDF/X-laworkflow. As a general rule of thumb, the lower
the number found for AE2000, the closer the color consistency. The last two rows consist of
spot-to-spot and spot-to-process linear and radial gradations targets, which will be used to
make a visual assessment between the conventional PostScript and PDF/X-la workflows.
TF06: Spot & Gradient Targets (fi<>.18)
TARGET Postscript PDF/X-1a
AE2000
PATCHIDJO-12 L*a*b* values L*a*b* values
10a L-75.48 | A-14.66 | B-76.60 L-75.18 | A14.82 | B-77.01 0.24
10b L-75.33 | A-14.51 | B-76.21 L-75.27 | A-14.78 | B-76.48 0.15
11a L-36.69 | A=-3.44 | B=-44.95 L36.46 | A=-3.49 | B=-45.10 0.21
lib L=36.58 | A=-3.29 | B=-45.01 L=36.41 | A-3.33 | B=-44.85 0.15
12a L-49.67 | A-64.71 | B-60.24 L-49.42 | A-64.51 | B=61.11 0.48
12b L=49.71 | A-64.55 | B-59.96 L-49.45 | A-64.47 | B-60.12 0.28
Table 8: TF06: Spot and GradientTargets - Results ofPostscript and PDF/X-la workflows
Measuring the top series ofpatches labeled, "10a, 10b, 11a, lib, 12a,
12b,"
these
numbers were recorded and compared by the spot colors or spot-to-process equivalent colors
between each print from the workflows. After plugging the numbers into the supplied
spreadsheet, the AE was determined for each patch. Of the six patches, none of them were
above a AE = 0.5, which anything below a AE of2 is usually undetectable by the human eye.
This proves that there was total accuracy between the conventional PostScript and PDF/X-la
workflow in terms of color management and process control. The rest of the test form
consisted of linear and radial gradients ofspot-to-spot and spot-to-process. These all were
visually assessed and no discrepancies could be detected between the workflows.
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TF07 - Illustration (refer to Figure 19)
After building most of the test forms with targets to measure and visually assess the many
variables in the premediaworkflow process, an illustration is used to compare howwell the
PDF/X-la workflow compares and works in conjunction with the conventional PostScript
workflow. Since the PDF/Xworkflow and the PostScriptworkflow have different settings
that are chosen between the two such as compression schemes, this image is used as a visual
reference to detectwhether the color, amount ofdepth, flatness, or gradients may have
reacted differently between these two workflows. A test target (PatchID_13) labeled, "DDAP
Color Bar," is used to measure and compare the density at 50% dot area and solid ink
coverage for CMYK between the PostScript and PDF/X workflow.
TF07: Illustration (fig.19)
TARGET Postscript PDF/X-la
PATCHIDJ3 SIO 50% tint D SID 50% tint D
13c 1.31c .55c 1.36c ,57c
13m 1.44m .57m 1.45m .58m
l3y .99y .50y 1.00y .50y
13k 1.65V .62v 1.67v .63v
Table 9: TF07: Illustration - Results ofDDAP Color Bar between Postscript and PDF/X-laworkflows
When observing the printouts of this illustration between the two workflows there were
no visual discrepancies from the color, compression, depth, flatness, or gradation throughout
the image. The image looked precisely the same between the PostScript and PDF/X-la
workflow. Next, by measuring the designated patches from the DDAP Color Bar, the
densities are recorded on the spreadsheet to compare both the PDF/X-la and PostScript
workflows. These also remain accurate between the two workflows by a difference no more
than .05 between their respective densities.
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TF08 - Design Elements (refer to Figure 20)
The last test form deals with targets to measure and visually assess the many variables in
the premedia workflow process and a poster design is to compare how well the PDF/X-la
workflow compares and works in conjunction will the conventional PostScript workflow.
Since the PDF/Xworkflow and the PostScript workflow have different settings that are
chosen between the two such as compression schemes, this image is used as a visual reference
to detectwhether the vector art, type, and raster images may have reacted differently between
these two workflows.
This test form is very much like the test form, "TF03-Pictorial Reference Images
whereby it is composed ofgray balance patches of80% black (PatchID_l4), 3-color neutral
patches of75% Cyan, 62% Magenta, and 60% Yellow (PatchID_15), and overprint patches
(PatchID_3). The two ISO 12640 images are used to make visual assessments ofneutral
backgrounds, different skin colors, and shiny, metallic objects.
First, measuring the gray patches on the vertical (PatchID_l4) and horizontal
(PatchID_15) gray bars, there are two different patches labeled
"A"
and "B". The patch
labeled "A" is the 80% black patch and will only be measuring and comparing the black
density (V) of this patch. The patch labeled
"B"
is the three-color neutral composed of75%
Cyan, 62% Magenta, and 60% Yellow and will be measuring and comparing all four
densities (VCMY).
Next, the two-color overprint patches (PatchID_l6) are measured with a densitometer
and then the ink trapping percentage is determined using Preucil's (GATF) Ink Trapping
formula, which is located inAppendix A. These percentages are recorded in the spreadsheet
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below. After measuring these patches with a densitometer using Status T and absolute
density settings, these were plotted in a spreadsheet to compare the numbers between the
PostScript and PDF/Xworkflow.
TF08: Design Elements (fig.20)
TARGET Postscript | PDF/X-1a
PATCHIDJ4 & 15 Absolute Density
14a 1.16V 1.16v
14b .97v / .93c / .95m / .98y 98v / .93c / .95m / ,99y
15a 1.15v 1.16V
15b .97v/ .91c / .94m / .98y .96v/ .91c/ .94m/.98y
PATCHIDJ6 InkTrapping
16cy 93% 92%
16my 103% 102%
16cm 83% 82%
Table 10: TF08: Design Elements - Results ofPostscript and PDF/X-la workflows
When observing the printouts of this poster design between the two workflows
there were no visual discrepancies from the type, vector art, or raster images throughout.
The image looked precisely the same between the PostScript and PDF/X-laworkflow.
The chart above defines the density values of 80% black-tints and 3-color neutrals, as well as
the ink trapping percentage values of the overprint color patches (RGB). The density values
were precise within a .01 tolerance and the ink trapping percentages were within a 1%
range between the PostScript and PDF/X-laworkflow.
Quantitative Results
An assessment must be made of the different variables for production time, raster image
processing time, and hard drive storage requirements between PDF/X-3 and the
conventional PostScript workflow. This experiment will test the statement made from the
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GATF survey ofwhether the PDF/Xworkflow have a faster system throughput, which is the
basis of the second part of the hypothesis. Due to the short amount of time to do a full
experiment on time and space comparisons, one test form (TF02) will be used to measure
these variables to simplify this experiment.
I. Production Time
Production Action
Steo 1 lmaSes are converted to CMYK profile space,H "US Web Coated (SWOP) v2"in Photoshop.
Step 2- uPdate/Place images in Page Layoutdocument using QuarkXPress 5.0.
Step 3- Pnnt styles are used '" QuarkXPress 5.0 to
print PostScript to Kodak Approval.
Total:
Time jminrsec)
2:00
1:00
0:30
3:30
(3.5 min.)
Production Action
Images are either assigned a common RGB
Step 1 work'nS sPace or converted to LAB color^ ' space. In this case, images are converted to
LAB color space in Photoshop.
Steo 2- Update/Place images in Page Layoutp ' document using QuarkXPress 5.0.
Print Styles are used in QuarkXPress 5.0 to
Step 3: make a PostScript file for PDF/X processing in
Acrobat 6.0.
cte 4. Convert PostScript file to compliant PDF/X-3irep *' file in Acrobat Distiller 6.0
Total:
Time (min:sec)
2:00
1:00
0:30
1:34
5:04
(5.07 min.)
Outline: Production procedures between the PDF/X-3 and PostScriptworkflow
Production Workflow Comparison
5.07
1.5 3.0 4.5
Time (in minutes)
I PostScript
I PDF/X-3
Figure 57: Productionworkflow time comparison between the PDF/X-3 and PostScriptworkflows
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When evaluating the production time ofboth the conventional PostScript and PDF/X-3
workflows, the graph above clearly shows the PostScript workflow takes less time than the
PDF/Xworkflow. These workflows are similar except for the extra step ofprocessing a
PDF/X file. Opposing the expectations of the second part ofour hypothesis,
the Postscript workflow shows a 145% productivity rate over the PDF/X-3 workflow.
II. Raster Image Processing Time
Raster Image Processing Comparison
Raster Image Ti__ ,_*_.->T,me <m'n-sec>
RIP Processing 5:17
Print Time 15:00
Total: 20:17
(20.28 min.)
Raster Image -r,- /;.,,>Time (min:sec)Processing ' '
RIP Processing 1 :48
Print Time 15:00
Total: 16:48
(16.8 min.)
20.28
16.8
I PostScript
I PDF/X-3
6.0 12.0 18.0
Time (in minutes)
Figure 58: Raster image processing and print time comparison between the PDF/X-3 and PostScript
workflows
From the graph above, the raster image processing time plus the print time is about four
and a halfminutes longer for the PostScript workflow compared to the PDF/Xworkflow.
The main difference is in the raster image processing time, which is three times faster for the
PDF/X file to process in the RIP than the PostScript file.
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Reinforcing the expectations of the second part ofour hypothesis, the PDF/Xworkflow
shows a 293% productivity rate of raster image processing over the PostScript workflow.
When comparing the whole process of raster image processing and printing, the PDF/X
workflow is 121% faster than the PostScriptworkflow. The print output process is
independent of the workflow and is associated with the time it takes for the imaging process
to produce the latent image on substrate. It takes 15 minutes to print the image onto the
aluminum-type substrate before being transferred and laminated to the substrate during
either workflow.
III. Overall Time Requirements
Overall Production Time
Time (mimsec)
Overall Time
Requirements
Production Time 3:30
RIP Time 20:17
Total: 23:47
(23.78 min.)
PDl-'/X-.'t Workflow
Overall Time
Requirements
Production Time 5:04
Time (min:sec)
RIP Time 16:48
Total: 21:52
(21.87 min.)
23.78
21.87
I PostScript
I PDF/X-3
7.0 14.0 21.0
Time (in minutes)
Figure 59: Overall time comparison between the PDF/X-3 and PostScriptworkflows
Next, an overall time comparison between the conventional PostScript and PDF/X
workflows is made from both the production time, raster image processing time, and
printing time. By adding the time between these three variables in the process, PDF/X-3 has
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a slight advantage on the amount of time taken to produce a press/print ready file within this
controlled premedia system. Again, reinforcing the expectations of the second part ofour
hypothesis, the PDF/Xworkflow shows a 109% productivity rate over the conventional
PostScript workflow. This may not seem like a tremendous advantage but as you add more
files to the process and much larger files, the small margin adds up in the end.
TV. Hard Drive Storage Requirements
PoslScripi Workllow
File Type
PostScript
Native Application Files (CMYK)
File Size (in MB)
60.5
PDF/X-8 Workllow
File Type
PDF/X-3
File Size (In MB)
1.7
Native Application Files (LAB/KGB)
QuarkXPress 5.3 QuarkXPress 5.4
Photoshop (5 images) 81.0 Photoshop (5 images) 58.8
Total: 86.3 Total: 64.2
Figure 60: Hard drive storage requirements between the PDF/X-3 and PostScriptworkflows
When comparing the conventional PostScript and PDF/Xworkflows based on
producing a press ready file for production, file size is a factorwhen it comes to processing
and storage time. Especiallywhen archiving files for the opportunity of reproducing more,
this is a big factor in the premedia sector ofprinting companies.
Reinforcing the expectations of the second part ofour hypothesis, the PDF/X-3 file that
was produced with the current workflow developed shows a file size of 1 .7 MB compared to
a 60.5 MB PostScript file, having the same output quality. The PDF/X-3 file is 3% the size
of the Postscript file. Over time, when the traffic of jobs come through a printing company's
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premedia section for archiving and repurposing for a rerun, this would save gigabytes, ifnot
terabytes ofspace over a long period of time. Plus the flexibility ofone file that can be viewed
and preflighted before being sent to an imaging device could save money, time and
consumables by preventing errors. In some cases, keeping one PDF file may not be suitable
for specific jobs that may require multiple alterations, therefore, keeping the native
application files may still be a necessity. In this case, aworkflow that does not convert the
images to a profiled CMYK space can save space when saving them in RGB or LAB and
using late-binding color management.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
This experiment tested the hypothesis ofwhether PDF/Xworkflows produce the same
level of functionality and quality as conventional PostScript workflows. According to the
2002 GATF TechAlert survey, the top three most frequent problems or errors associated
with PDF files were as: 1. Fonts not embedded, 2. Resolution too low, 3.Wrong color
space. If a standardized PDF/Xworkflow that has been developed uses a preflighting system
that rejects invalid PDF/X files, then there would not be any of these problems faced by the
industry. These eight test forms were built to measure the accuracy of the PDF/X-la and
PDF/X-3 standards that are built into Adobe's Acrobat Distiller 6.0 software. The end
results measured from the test forms showed PDF/Xworkflows to be as accurate, therefore,
proving the first part of the hypothesis to be true. The second part of the hypothesis that
states PDF/Xworkflows require less production time and storage space requirements was
true based on measuring all the steps and image files used in a single.test form to simplify our
experiment. Therefore the survey from the GATF 2002 TechAlert Conference that states,
PDF/X have a faster system throughput as the greatest benefit is a valid statement.
Recommendations for Further Study
In this experiment, only one RIP and digital color proofing device was used in this
experiment to test all these variables. If this experiment were to be tested with multiple
proofing and printing devices, it would be interesting to see how theywould handle this new
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workflow. With the event of faster RIPs on newer systems, the difference would be even
greater due to the speed of a newer RIP compared to the older RIP thatwas used for this
experiment.
Another experiment could be derived from this one based on troubleshooting problems
and techniques with this new workflow. It would be interesting to see how specific premedia
problems could be avoided using the PDF/Xworkflow versus the conventional PostScript
workflow. Using different preflighting software, this experiment would be able to determine
how well these problems could be fixedwith the different applications. This would be valued
by many printing companies who are looking to expand their premedia section to a more
automatedworkflow in determining the maximum productivity of the many different
PDF/X preflighting software out on the market.
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AppendixA
Formulas
Murray-Davies Formula
Paper Dot(%) = 1 - 10"Dtint / 1 - l()-Dsolid x 100
Dot Gain(%) = Paper Dot(%) - Film Dot(%)
Frank Preucil's InkTrap Formula
InkTrapping(%) = ((D3 - Di) / D2) 100
Where: D3 = Density reading of the two-color overprint
D2 = Density reading of the 2nd ink layer down
Di = Density reading of the 1st ink layer down
Roy Bern's AE 2000 Equation1
Step L Calculate the GELAB L*, a*, b% and C* as
usual:
L* = 116/(17^) -16
a^SMWXfJQ-AYJY,,)]
b* = Wlf(Y!YJ -ttZtZ^]
C%= ja*2 + *,
where
f J fQrI>Q.QQ8856
^I} ~ I Ni = 7-7871 + 16/116 Otomse.
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Step 1. Calculate a*,C* and h*:
L'
= L*
a'
= (1 + G)a*
C = sk7r+b!af+z
k'
= tair1(*7fl').
where
G = 0.5\ 1-
where C*j, is the arithmeticmean of the C^ values for a
pair of samples.
Step 3. Calculate DL*, DC* and DH*:
ac = cj - c;
where
i &'i \AH'
= 2 JEjCJan^j-J
AA'
= Ai-ft;.
Step 4 Calculate CIEDE20OO DE W!
AEffl =
j/AL'y lAC"\ (&%ry jAC'\f&H'\
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where
0.015(F-50.)2
SL= 1 +
^20 + (U- SO)2
and
and
SC=1+0.045C
Sa=l + 0.015CT.
whecie
T = 1 - 0. 17 cos(JF - 30P) + 0.24 ccjs(2F)
+ 032 cos(3F + fF) - 0.20 cos4F - 63*)
and
RT = -MRt2Af})Rc.
where
a$ = m sp|-[(F- 27y5;t'25]2}
and
fie = 2 K'7 + 25T'
Nate that!/, C", and Fare due aridmseHc means of the I',
_' A r values for a pair of samples. Per calculating the
h'
valve, caution needs to be taken fcr colours having hue
angles hi different quadrants, e.g. . a standard and! a sample
with hue angles of 90= and 300* would have a mean value
of 195q, which differs from the correct answer, I5C. TMs
can he obtained by checking the absoMfe difference be-
tween two hue. angles. If the difference is less than ISO0, the
aDthnieck mean should be used. Otherwise, 360 should be
subtracted from the larger angle, followed by cateiuarMg of
the Mthmetic mean. Has grses 500" - 3iS0 = for
He sample, and a mean of (W -60zyi =
15 in this
sample.
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